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Devefopment of a Large Drafting Plotter, by Marvin L. Pattersonand George W. Lynch
Ihis /ow-costplotterexlends HP'slow-mass,low-inertiatechnology
tothe productionof drafting-quality plots up to D- or 41-size in a mintmumof floor space.
Aspects of Microprocessor and l/O Design for a Drafting Plotter, by Lowell J. Stewart,
Dale W. Schaper, Neal J. Martini, and Hatem E. Mostafa The use of a powerful microprocessor allows the designerto provide desirablefeatureswithouttncreasingthe complexityof the
hardware.
Motor Drive Mechanics and Control Electronics for a High-PerformancePlotter, by Terry
L. Flower and Myungsae Son HP's low-mass,/ow-inertiadesign greatly simplifiesthe mechanical drive and servo control electronics.
Firmware Determines Plotter Personality, by Larry W. Hennessee,AndreaK. Frankel,Mark
A. Ovefton,and Richard B. Smith This firmwareprovides drafting-qualitylettering, keeps
track of pens and plotting parameters,and minimizesthe need for operator adjustments.
New Language Tools Aid Plotter Firmware Development, by Andrea K. Frankel Using
a high-levd language for developing firmwarecode has both advantagesand limitations.
Y-Axis Pen Handling System, by RobertD. Haselby,DavidJ. Perach,and SamuelR. Haugh
An adaptivepen-liftmechanism, automaticpen selectionand storage,and a sturdy drive system are key elementsof fhis design.
X-Axis Micro-Grip Drive and Platen Design, by RonaldJ. Kaplanand Robert S. Townsend
Movingpaper accuratelywith grit-coveredwheelsrequirescarefulattentionto platen design
and grit-wheelfabrication.

In this Issue:
This monthwe continuecoverageof HP'snew low-mass,low-inertiaplottingtechnology.In
our Octoberissuewere articleson the developmentol this technology,on an opticalencoder
that plays an importantrole in it, and on a cardiographthat uses the new type of plotter
mechanismto record electrocardiograms
on standard-sizepaper. This month's issue is
large-scaleplotterthat extendsthe
devotedto the 75804 DraftingPlotter,a high-performance
new lechnologyto the making ol large drafting-qualityplots. Operating under computer
control,the 75804 accuratelyand rapidlyproducesengineeringdrawings,integratedcircuit
layouts,architecturaldrawings,and other largeplots. lt drawson standarddraftingmediapaper, vellum,or polyestersheets-using roller-ball,fiber-tip,or liquid-inkdraftingpens. lt stores up to eight
pensat a time,keepingthem cappedso they won'tdry out,and automaticallyselectsthe one it'stoldto plotwith.
The resultsit producesare comparablein qualityto thoseof the bestdraftingplottersavailable,butthanksto the
new plottingtechnology,the 75804 costs only about half as much as conventionalplottersand takes up much
less floor space. In fact,to someonefamiliarwith conventionalflatbedplotters,the 75804 is a strange-looking
device.lnsteadof a pen movingover a stationarypieceof paperlyingon a flat surface,one sees a bar-shaped
mechanismheld up by two legs, with the paperdraped over the bar and hangingout loose on both sides. ln
operation,the pen slides rapidlyback and forth alongthe bar and the paperfliesjust as rapidlyback and forth
acrossthe bar. That it works so well is a tributeto both the basic conceptand the engineeringthat turnedthe
conceptinto a product.
Marv Pattersonand GeorgeLynchintroduceus to the new draftingplotteron page3, and the otherarticlesin
the issue discussvariousaspectsof the design.
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Development
of a LargeDraftingPlotter
Developinga largeX-Yplotterthatprovidesdrafting-quality
drawings,requiresminimalfloorspace,and costs/essfhan
half comparablemachineswasnot easy.Thisarticle
outlinesthe historyand performancefeaturesof HP's
largestX-Yplotter.
by MarvinL. Pattersonand GeorgeW. Lynch
HAT DOES IT TAKE TO MAKE a drafting plotter? When the original investigationteam for the
HP Model 7580A Drafting Plotter (Fig. 1) was
first presented with this question Hewiett-Packard'sinterestin plotters had only included small digital X-Y plotters for use with desktop computers or in the timeshare
computer environment. An opportunity was perceived,
however,for a low-cost machine that could efficiently produce drawings having the size and overall appearanceof
the work produced by drafting people.Just how this capability related to plotter specificationswas not yet known.

Project activity began with the design of a large flatbed
plotter for use as a test bed and with a study to determine
just what was meant by "drafting quality." This study
quickly revealed how incredibly precise human drafting
can be. The use of a straightedge,compassand templates
can produce work that appearsperfect to the unaided eye.
The only facetof human output that might be improved was
found to be variationsin linewidth and density. Liquid-ink
pens leavea characteristicround blob at the end of eachline
as the pen comes to rest. More particular drafting people
trim the end of eachline with a razor bladeto eliminate even
this small problem-a truly tough act to duplicate by
machine.
How Straight ls Straight?
Having given up on duplicating the smoothnessand precision of a human using a compassand straightedge,we
usedthe test-bedplotter to produce a seriesof progressively
bad lines. A qualitative comparison of these lines with
those drawn along a straightedgeproduced some insight
into the plotter specificationsrequired to produce acceptable line quality. The noticeablity of line imperfectionswas
found to be a function of both the amplitude of line perturbations and their spatial frequency. This relationship is
shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 showsthat, while the mechanismdoesn'thaveto be
perfect, short-duration perturbation amplitudes causedby
the control systemand mechanicaltolerancesmust be kept
well below 0.025mm. At spatial wavelengthsapproaching
the maximum plotter dimensions the eye is much more
tolerant of small perturbations. This means that the
straightnessof the pen carriage guides can be relaxed to
something in excess of a millimetre before noticeable
cosmeticeffectsoccur. Of coursedrafting accuracyconsiderations constrain this specification to tighter values.

Fig. 1. Ihe HP Model 7580A Drafting P/olter uses a microgrip paper-drive mechanism to produce high-quality drawings on a variety of commonly used drafting media. Liquidink, fiber-tip, or roller-ball pens can be easily used to
meet difterent drafting requirements.The design reduces the
cost of the instrument, its power consumption, and the floor
space required.

Industry Standard Pens and Media
Work performedby drafting personnelfalls into two general categories: working drawings and finished-quality
drawings. This leads to the use of a variety of writing instrumentsand drawing media.A pen using capillary action
to feed liquid ink is usually used for the final drawing. The
final drawing medium is usually vellum or polyesterfilm.
Working drawings are most often done with pencil on
paper or vellum. Here speedand reproducibility are more
important then the cosmetic appearanceof the drawing.
This need for both working and finished-quality draw-
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Fig.2. The noticeabilityof perturbations from a straight line is a
function of their amDlitude and
how widely they are separated
along the line (spatial frequency)
as shown by the above graph.
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ings requires that the drafting plotter offer a high-speed
writing systemfor low-cost media and a liquid-ink writing
system for the more expensivemedia specified by various
industry standards.Many customers use drafting media
preprinted with boundaries,title blocks and other markings
specified for their particular application. To be accepted
widely, a drafting plotter should accept these preprinted
forms in a straightforward manner. In general, a drafting
plotter should be able to handle standard-sizedrafting
sheetsof paper, vellum and polyester film.
The ability to handle both a high-speed writing instrument and liquid-ink pens requires control of the speed of
the pen and the force with which it is applied to the drafting
media. Liquid-ink pens in particular dry out quickly if they
are not capped when not in use. Since many pens are
neededto provide variety in both linewidth and color, an
automatic method of capping unused pens must be provided to ensure that pens operatereliably throughout the
life of their ink supply.
Dynamic Performance and Cost
To a large degree the value of a drafting plotter is a
function of how quickly it can produce a drawing. This
dependsupon the speedand accelerationprovided by the
control system.Inertial forcesplaced upon the motors and
other moving elementsin the mechanismincreaseas direct
functions of the accelerationand the amount of mass in
motion. Becausethe X and Y axes of the plotting
mechanism are inherently different, these forces tend to
causethe pen trajectory to deviate from the desired path,
creating less than perfect line quality. The strength of the
moving elementsand their supporting structuresmust be
increasedto keepthesedeviationsfrom being objectionable
at higher accelerations.However,there is a design tradeoff,
becausewhen strength is increased,massis increasedand
accelerationand speedarereduced.The useful acceleration
of a plotter is thus determinedby the size of the motors,the
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amount of mass in motion, the amount of mismatch between the two axes, and the strength of moving parts and
the surrounding structure.
The cost of a plotter is determined largely by the size of
the mechanism, the X-Y drive motors and the corresponding motor drive amplifiers and power supplies. As higher
acceleration forces the size and strength of the motors and
mechanism upwards, the cost of the electronics tracks accordingly. If methods can be found that reduce the amount
of mass in motion, the cost to produce acceptable line quality at a given acceleration is dramatically reduced.
Once these relationships are understood, the algorithm
for designing a successful drafting plotter is clear. It must
have very high acceleration and writing speed while the
mass of moving parts and the size of the drive motors are
kept to a minimum. One HP division manager stated this
rather succinctly. "Simply design it light, straight, strong
and cheap."
It is said that time and tide wait for no man. So it is with
the drafting plotter market. When the 7580,\ project began,
a large flatbed plotter with about 1g acceleration and a price
of about $10,000 (US) offered a significant contribution to
the marketplace. After the project was tempora.rily suspended and later resumed, however, several new competitive products had been introduced that seriously affected
the viability of the original 75804 approach. For several
months the design team shuggled with the problem of how
to make a contribution in this new marketplace. Our old
flatbed approach was clearly no longer the right answer but
we were finding it difficult to come up with a new idea
that would provide significantly better performance at a
lower cost.

HP Labs to the Rescue
At this time the 7580A design team became aware of the
Sweetheart project at Hewlett-Packard Laboratories (described in last month's issue).1 A group of engineers there

.

Fig.3. Ihe basicX-Yplottingmechanismused in the 75804
moves the paper along one axis by gripping its edge on two
opposite sldes between two rollers(one covered with gtit). The
impressionsof the grit on the back side of the paper during the
initial moves provide accurate registration for subsequent
moves. Thepen is moved along the other axisby a cable drive
and fixed guide rail arrangement.Theposition and velocity of
the paper and pen are sensedby digital encoders located on
fhe shafts of the motors driving each axis.
had developed an unconventional X-Y plotting mechanism
which moved a piece of paper along one axis by gripping its
edges between pinch rollers and sandpaper-covered wheels
as depicted in Fig. 3. The pen was moved along the other
axis by a simple drive belt and fixed guide rail system. This
is an innovative idea that minimizes the amount of mass in
motion, thus allowing incredible accelerations with very
small motors.
Two things were intuitively obvious to the 7580A design
crew, however, that made us doubtful that this mechanism
represented an answer to our dilemma. First of all, the paper
would obviously slip and lose registration in the grit-wheel
drive scheme. Because drafting plotters need impeccable
repeatability, this would simply be intolerable. Second,
while this plotter was nice for a sheet of notebook paper, it
certainly did not represent a viable answer for handling the
large-size media required for a drafting plotter.
Our skepticism was quickly squelched. The team at HP
Laboratories convinced us that the sandpaper grit on the
paper drive wheels acted like a microscopic sprocket drive.
Impressions made in the paper by the grit particles on the
first pass acted like sprocket holes. On each subsequent
pass, the same grit particle that made the original impression would realign itself with its impression, thus forcing
perfect registration and repeatability.
As for large-size media, the designers simply cut one of
their small 21.5-cm wide plotters in two, welded in an
extension, and within a week had a 61-cm wide breadboard
design working perfectly. After this demonstration the San
Diego Division crowd was convinced and the design of the
7580A laboratory prototype began.
The impact of the 75804 can be summarized in two

words: price and performance. This novel product offers
line quality and dynamic performance comparable to the
finest competitive plotters at about one-half the typical
price. In addition, a number of innovative features are included that are not yet available on other products. This
combination of price, performance and features represents
a major contribution to low-cost, single-user, desktopcomputer-based, CAD (computer-aided design) systems.
Performance
Maximum dynamic performance of the 7580,4, is
specified as 60 cm/s slewing velocity at an acceleration of 49
or 3920 cm/s2. When operating at these levels, the 75804
draws lines whose visual quality is essentially flawless.
Repeatability, the ability to retrace a line or draw to the
same point from different directions, is consistent to less
than 0.05-mm enor. Since the density of ink lines tends to
be a function ofline speed,the 7580A holds the pen velocity
constant at all line slopes to provide more uniform lines.
Most other plotters hold the axial velocity constant. This
causes lines with a 45-degree slope to be drawn with over
40lo greater velocity than either horizontal or vertical lines,
thus producing undesirable line density variations.
As seen in the examples of Fig. 4, the precision and
smoothness of lines drawn by the 75804 compares favorably with those drawn by a human. The addressable endpoint resolution of the plotter is 0.025 mm but the control
system uses increments eight times smaller so that the
graphical output appears to be essentially perfect to the
unaided eye.
The plotter has internal firmware code that generates two
separate character fonts. The first has a constant character
spacing that is convenient when labels are generated by a
computer program. Characters in this font are composed of
straight line segments. The second font uses proportional
character spacing for maximum readability. Characters in
this font are created from straight line and arc segments to
give the appearance of template-quality lettering. An internal algorithm in the plotter approximates the arc segments
with a series of small straight lines. The smoothness of the
arcs (length of the small straight lines) is programmable so
that coarse approximations can be used when speed of
lettering is important. For final high-quality copy the line
lengths can be set to a fine value that causes the arcs to
appear smooth and continuous.

Features
Probablythemostsignificantnewfeatureof the 7580,tis
its pen handling system (Fig. 2, page 9). Pens are held in a
rotatable carousel until selected by the pen carriage. While
in the carousel, pen tips are sealed by rubber caps and stay
liquid-ink drafting pens.
wet and ready to write-even
Liquid-ink pens have been a traditional problem for drafting plotters since they frequently dry up and clog if left in
the open air for more than five minutes. The pen carousel
feature makes the 7580A the first drafting plotter capable of
using multiple drafting pens without operator intervention.
There are three different carousels provided for liquidink, roller-ball and fiber-tip pens. Each carries a unique
optical marking that identifies it to the 7580A's microprocessor. Default values for maximum pen speed and writing
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Fag.4. Examplesof the plotting capability of the 75804 shownactual size.(a) Mechanicalpart
drawing. (b) Logic schematic.

force are automatically reset each time the carousel is
changed. Thus an operator can go from a working drawing
to a final liquid-ink copy by simply changing carouselsand
loading the desired final drawing medium.
The design of the 75804 allows it to accept industry
standard drafting pen inks and capillary tips as well as
commonly available sheetsof drawing media up to D or ,{1
size (622 x 1190 mm). The need for expensive sprocketholed media is avoided as is the need to adjust sprocket
wheel spacing as humidity causesthe media to shrink or
expand. Drawing materials for the ZSB0Acan usually be
found at a local drafting supplies store.
Reducing the mass of moving parts not only affects the
dynamic performanceand cost but it also reducesthe overall weight and power consumption of the product. Because
of this, the 7580A is the first buly portable large drafting
6 tewtErt-pecrARDJoURNAL
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plotter. Weighing less than 64 kilograms, it rolls smoothly
on castersand can be moved easily betweenworkstations,
When not in use it can be moved out of the way; it occupies
less floor spacethan the typical typing table. power consumption is lessthan 170 watts,a factor of two to four times
less than competitive products.
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and l/O
Aspectsof Microprocessor
Designfor a DraftingPlotter
by LowellJ. Stewart,DaleW. Schaper,NealJ. Martini,and HatemE. Mostafa
HEN DESIGNINGTHE HP MODEL 7850A Drafting Plotter, we chose a more powerful to-bit
microprocessor instead of an B-bit microprocessor. This helps minimize the hardware and has other
advantages. Since part of the servo control is done in software, it is useful to be able to do 16-bit arithmetic rapidly
so that plotting speed is not limited by computational time.
Being able to address a lot of memory makes adding future
software enhancements easier and allows writing some of
the code in a high-level language. The faster processing
speed and extra memory addressing enable the system to
use firmware protection methods rather than limit
switches and other methods that have to be readjusted
manually.
The microprocessor is a ZBoo2 which has a time-

multiplexed addressand data bus. Address data is written
onto the bus when the addressstrobe(AS)is asserted.Data
is written onto the bus or read from the bus during the data
strobe(DS).The microprocessoris capableof addressingup
to 64K bytes of memory. The addressstrobe is the master
sync for the system.There is always an AS pulse for every
machine cycle, but there may not be a DS pulse. Internal
operationsdo not output a DS pulse.
Internally there are four circuit boards on the microprocessorbus (Fig. 1). The processorcircuit board contains
the microprocessor,the bus timing and control logic, the
ROM, the RAM, the UO control logic, and the vectored
interrupt priority logic. Eachof the four boardson the bus is
selectedby one of four addresslines from the processor.
Four other addresslines go to eachof the boardson the bus
IOURNNTT
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Fig.1. Block diagram of the electrcnic system for the HP Model
75BOADrafting Plofter.

so each board may have up to 16 read/write registers.The
7580A uses4BK bytes of ROM (read-onlymemory) and 4K
bytes of RAM (random-accessmemory) with most of the
code lwitten in ALGOL. Time-critical and I/O routines are
written in assemblylanguage. The microprocessorhas a
vectoredinterrupt capability which works with someof the
hardware and software to give a four-level priority system.
A servo board controls the drive motors (discussedin the
article on page 12), and an internal I/O board is used to
control the sensors,the pen lift, the front panel, and the
other motors. The microprocessorhas its own board, and
there is a board to handle the RS-232-Cor HP-IB* data
interface.
One of the most challenging parts of building a plotter is
accurately controlling the main drive motors. Substantial
processorcode and an entire circuit board are dedicatedto
moving the motors so that they draw straight vectors.The
75804 usesrate feedbackto control the motors.This means
that there are both position and velocity feedbackloops.
The position loop is handled by the microprocessor in
firmware and it runs at a 1-kHz sample rate. The velocity
loop runs faster and it is implemented in hardware on the
servo board. Becausethe position loop is handled in
software and the ZBOO2is so powerful, the velocityprofiling algorithm in the 7580A is much more complicated
than in any previous HP plotter.
Velocity Control
The velocity profile describesthe speedof the pen tip on
eachaxis so that it will makea straightline from a stationary
starting point to a stationaryresting point without exbeeding the pen's maximum velocity or the drive mechanics'
accelerationlimit. In all previous HP plotters the speedof
the pen tip when it was writing dependedon the angle of
the line being drawn. This was becausean algorithm cal'HewletfPackard
s implementation
ot IEEEStandard
488(1978).
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culating the position of the next point by assuming a constant linear velocity was too complicatedfor earlier processors,given the time allowed. The 75804, however,usesthis
type of algorithm and also allows continuous userselectablevelocity and accelerationas measuredalong the
drawn line. This ensuresattractive, uniform lines at any
angle using three different types of pens.
The plotting routine that generatesthe velocity profile
accepts an.X-Y position and immediately calculates the
length of the line to be drawn. Becauseof the large size of
the 75804 plotting surface and the fact that the servocontrol algorithms use a resolution eight times finer than
the user is allowed to address,all calculationsare done in
32-bit arithmetic. The plotter usesthe line length to calculate the time neededto accelerateto the desiredvelocity and
the time neededat this velocity to be able to decelerateto a
stop near the correct endpoint. Since the control system is
digital, the plotter can only accelerate,decelerate,or travel
at the same speed for an integer number of discrete time
intervals. Given this requirement and the user-specified
accelerationand speed,the line may not stop exactly at the
endpoint. This would be unacceptable.This problem is
solved by going back and using the accelerate,decelerate,
and constant-speedtimes calculatedpreviously to solve for
an accelerationthat will put the pen exactly at the desired
endpoint when it stops. The reason that acceleration is
modified and not speedis that the speedalong the line after
accelerationis derived by multiplying the accelerationtime
by the acceleration.Scaling the accelerationalso scalesthe
speed.
Position Control
It is of critical importance to get the error signalposition desired minus actual position attained-to the
motors as quickly as possible after the position counter is
read. If there is any delay between reading the current

position counter and producing the error signal the system
will have moved and this will make it much more difficult
to control. This delay is minimized by reading the X- and
Y-position registers immediately after an interrupt has been
called and getting the error numbers, using the desired
position calculated in the last time interval, out to the
motors as quickly as possible. The processor is now free to
calculate the next desired position at its leisure for use in
the next interrupt.
The plotter does not have to do any multiplying to get the
next position because a difference equation approach is
used to find the next desired position. While accelerating,
the acceleration for each axis is added to the old speed to get
the new speed. This speed is then added to the old position
to get the new position for each axis. The constant-speed
and deceleration parts of a move are handled in a similar
way. The nice feature of this algorithm is that once the setup
for a move is done, only add operations are required to
generate the next position. Adding is much faster on a
computer than multiplying or dividing.
System Protection
A common argument against using a microprocessor to
control motors is that if the processor ever loses its little
binary mind the drive motors might thrash around madly
and damage people and equipment. To prevent this, the
servo board constantly monitors the servo operation by
checking its response to interrupts. If the microprocessor
ever responds incorrectly for more than a specified period,
the servo board opens a relay and shuts the motors down.
For the same reason, the processor monitors the servo board
by checking to be sure that reasonable error signals driving
the motors cause reasonable displacements and that only
believable motor speeds are reported by the servo board. If
the processor ever thinks that the servo board is broken, it
cancels the error signals to the motors and opens the motor
relay to render the motors harmless. This means that if
anything ever gets caught in the moving parts of the plotter
the processor will detect it and shut everything down before
anything breaks.

When a reflective strip is seen by the sensor the processor
counts the number of motor steps during which the reflection persists to see if this is the wide or the narrow reflective
strip. If it is the narrow strip the processor ignores it and
continues rotating the carousel, looking for the wide strip.
When the processor finds the wide reflective strip it has a
reference to measure from. It rotates the carousel one more
complete revolution. During this revolution the processor
checks each of the pen stables via another LED and phototransistor pair to see if each is occupied and remembers
which stables have pens in them and which do not. ln
addition it looks for the nanow reflective strip and uses its
location to determine which type of carousel is in the
machine. The carousel type determines which set of default
pen speed, pen force, and acceleration numbers to use with
the pens taken from the carousel.
When a user commands the plotter to pick a pen out of the
carousel the plotter checks its memoryto see if that pen is in
the carousel. If the pen was there when the carousel was
initialized and the carousel has not been removed, the plotter proceeds to try to pick it. First the processor tells the
drive motor to move the pen caniage between an LED and a
phototransistor pair to see if there is a pen in the holder. You
can't pick a pen ifyou already have one, so ifthe holder does
have one it must put the old pen away first. When this is
completed the processor rotates the carousel so that the
desired pen is in front of the pen holder. The processor does
another check to be sure that the pen holder is still empty
and that the pen carousel still has a pen in the appropriate
position. If anything is wrong at this stage the machine has a
real problem so it shuts itself down and flags an error on the
front-panel displays because if these conditions are not met
the pen holder or the carousel can be damaged attempting
to do a pen pick. However, this will not happen unless
somebody has been trying to trick the plotter, or there is a
rare hardware failure. The plotter then executes the pen

PenCarouselControl
Pensarekept in a pen carouselwhen not in use.Up to
eight pens may be kept capped and ready for plotting in
each carousel. There are three types of carousels, one for
each type of pen-fiber-tip, roller-ball, and liquid-ink. The
plotter uses two reflective strips on the side of each carousel
to identify the type of carousel in the system (see Fig. 2).
There is a wide strip which gives the plotter a reference
point and a narrow strip which indicates the carousel
type. When a carousel is inserted into the plotter it breaks
a light beam from an LED flight-emitting diode) to a
phototransistor which signals to the processor that it must
initialize the carousel at the first convenient time. The plotter completes whatever action it is doing and starts turning
the step motor connected to the carousel. The processor
actually controls the individual phases of the step motor
and has the capability to reduce the phase current when the
motor is just standing still and does not need full torque.
To initialize the pen carousel the processor applies full
motor torque and acceleratesthe step motor up to speed and
maintains this speed while it monitors the reflective sensor.

Fig,2. The 7580Apen carouselcan hold and cap up to eight
fiber-tip, roller-ball, or liquid-ink pens. The carousel is initialized and the pen type ls sensed by using two reflective
stripsmountedas shown.Thewide stripis used for the initialization reference and the relative position of the narrow strip
identifies the pen type (here, fiber-tip pens).
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pickby moving the holder into the carouseluntil it engages
the pen. The holder is then removed. Now the processor
checksits sensorsone last time to make sure that there is a
pen in the holder and none in the carousel.If either of these
conditions is not true, the pen pick hasfailed and there may
be a loosepen jammed in the mechanism.The plotter must
shut down and flag an error on its front-panel displays.By
careful checking of the status of the pen holder and the
carousel at each step of the pen pick, the possibility of
unsuccessfulpen picks and damageto expensivehardware
is minimized.
Paper Control
To make the low-inertia, low-massplotting systemwork
it is important that the plotter be ableto measurethe size of
the paperthat is being used.If the grit wheels run the paper
out too far, the 7580,4,
will drop the paperon the floor. If the
pen carriagewrites over too far when a small piece of paper
has been loaded the plotting surfacewill be damaged.The
7580,\ measuresthe paper in the X-axis,micro-grip paperdrive direction by using two paper sensors,and in the
Y-axis,pen-carriagecable-drivedirection by using its paper
stops and a reed switch. The user Ioadspaper by lining up
one edge with a pair of paper alignment tabs, placing the
movablepinch wheel so that it is abovethe oppositeedgeof
the paper, and pressing the CHARTHOLDkey. When the
plotter sensesthe pressedkey, it Iowersthe pinch wheels to
hold the paper to the grit wheels and checks the paper
sensorsto make sure paper is actually present.Ifboth sensorsarenot coveredby paperthe paperhas not beenloaded
correctly and cannot be measured,so the plotter raisesthe
pinch wheels until the operator hits the key again. When
the pinch wheelsgo down, the paper-alignmentstopsmove
out of the way of the paperso that they do not interferewith
the paper motion during a plot. The paper sensoroutputs
require elaboratefiltering to be useful, so the two outputs
are multiplexed onto one filter to save hardware cost. To
detect the front paper edge the microprocessor first
switches in the front paper sensorand then starts moving

Read/Write

A;ioe
(Board Enable)
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the paper edge up toward the front sensor.After the front
edgeis found the back sensoris switched on and the process
is repeatedfor the back edge.To reduce initialization time
the 7580,\ makestwo passesat measuringeachedge,a fast
one to get an approximateedgeposition and a slower pass
coming back the other way to get a more accurate edge
position.
The paper width on the pen carriage axis is found by
assumingthat the movablepinch wheel is positioned over
the paper edge and measuringwhere this pinch wheel is.
The pinch wheel has a magnet glued to it and the pen
carriagehas a reed switch mounted on it. When the reed
switch entersa strongmagneticfield it closes.To eliminate
position errorscausedby variationsin magnetstrength,the
switching point on the reed switch, and tolerancebuildup
between the pinch wheel and the pen carriage,the switch
point is measuredfirst coming from one direction and then
coming from the other direction. Then the center of the
magnetis assumedto be halfway between.Again the 7bB0A
does both high and low-speed measurementsto get accurate measurementsin less time.
l/O Bus
The four major printed circuit board assembliesare connected through the I/O bus. The I/O bus consists of the
timing and control logic, the four device address lines,
sixteen bidirectional data lines, and the interrupt request
logic. To prevent noise or loading of each printed circuit
board from interfering with the bus operation,each circuit
board is buffered so that only one low-power Schottky TTL
load is presentedto the bus.
The I/O timing and control logic is controlled by the
microprocessor.The ZBOO2microprocessoris capable of
addressing 64K bytes of individual I/O ports. With this
much addressingcapability, eachcircuit board is assigned
its own high-orderaddressline to easethe hardwaredecoding logic. The I/O board addressline is gated with an I/O
conhol (i6e) pulse to form the individual board enable
pulse.The low-order addresslines, ,{1 through A+, areused
to selectany one of the sixteen I/O ports availableto each
circuit board.
The I/O bus direction is controlled by the read/write(pJW-)
line. The selectedI/O board bus drivers are enabledwhen
the i-OCpulse is asserted.The individual I/O deviceson the
circuit boards are enabled by the I/O data strobe (rOnSJ
pulses. A general IiO device is shown in Fig. 3.
The I/O board consistsof the VObidirectional bus drivers
U1, the port decoderU2, and the I/O devicesU3 and U4.
TheseI/O devicesmay be an analog-to-digitalconverteras
on the internal I/O board or the HP-IB bus controller as on
the HP-IB I/O board. An I/O board is selected when its
high-order addressis true, as explained previously. This
enablesthe bus drivers U1 in the direction specifiedby the
R/W line. The individual I/O device is enabled when the
address decoder, determined by lines ,A1 through 44,
selectsit. The decodersendsout a pulse the width of IODSto
the device. The device uses the trailing edge of the IODS
pulse to store data for a write operation, or transfersthe
data onto the bus while the data strobepulse is assertedon
a read operation.
If the data strobepulse had been used to enablethe bus

drivers as well as the I/O device, it is possiblethat the bus
drivers would be in their high-impedancestateand the data
lines would be floating beforethe I/O devicehad a chanceto
storethe data.This could easilyhappenwith the added gate
delaysin the decoderpath' AIso, to increasethe accesstime
available for the I/O devices, the bus drivers are enabled
beforethe datastrobepulse begins' For the abovereasonsa
new signal not generatedby the microprocessoris used'
The signal is the iOe pulse.AIso, becauseof the long delay
times of the datastrobepulse generatedby the microprocessor, an additional loDS pulse is created.The long delays
createaccesstime problemsfor someof the I/O devices;thus
the i6DS pulse also guaranteesthat the data strobepulse's
trailing edgewill end before the bus drivers' gating pulse.
All data transfers between I/O devices must first pass
through the processorcircuit board.The data is interpreted
by the microprocessorand ROM (firmware) before being
transferredto its final destination.An exampleis raising the
pen when initiated from the front panel. The key press is
sensed on the internal I/O circuit board, and sent to the
processorPCA. The raise-pencommand is interpreted in
the firmware.The processorboardthen sendsa command
back to the internal I/O board to causethe pen-lift circuitry
to drive the pen-lift mechanicsto the up position.

nonvectored interrupt (NVI), and vectored interrupt (VI).
Resetis a special caseof interrupt, becauseit suspendsall
microprocessoroperation,clearsthe program counter,and
places the data and control lines in their high-impedance
state.When resetreturns to its high state,the microprocessor begins operationat location zero.A resetmay be generated at turn-on time by a power-on signal receivedfrom the
servo I/O board, or by a manual reset from the key on the
processorboard.
Nonvectoredinterrupt is connectedto the microprocesTESTbutton. When
sor from the rear-panel CONFIDENCE
enabled,NVI always causesa jump to the confidencetest
subroutine which executesa series of tests to verifv the
rriachine is operational.
Vectoredinterrupt meansthe microprocessorpoints to a
specified location in memory, depending upon the data
stored in the VI jump register. The ;'ump register has the
information indicating which IiO device is requesting an
interrupt. The logic on the processorboard is capable of
handling up to four vectored interrupts. The 7580,{ uses
three of theseinterrupts with the fourth being a spare.The
three in order of priority are:servoI/O, lO 1 (transmitready
or HP-IB controller), and I/O 2 freceiveready or IFC timer).
Priority is determined by a lookup table in the firmware.

Interrupts
The microprocessorhas four methods of interrupt. The
drafting plotter usesthree of the methods available:reset,
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MotorDriveMechanicsand Control
Electronics
for a High-Performance
Plotter
by Terry L. Flowerand MyungsaeSon
HE MICRO-GRIPPLOTTING MECHANISM used in
the HP Model 75804 Drafting Plotter is an unconventional design combining compact,simple motordriven systems with digital control electronics (Fig. 1).
Each axis of the plotter is driven by a separate motor
mechanically coupled to the particular load for the axis
(pen or paper). An optoelectronic encoder mounted on the
motor's shaft senses position and velocity for the control
electronics which then determines the appropriate output
of the motor drive circuit for the next move along the axis.
Mechanical Design
Design considerations for the mechanical drive used in
the 75804 are based on two key objectives: performance
and reliability. The low-inertia approach of moving paper
via grit-wheel-drive technology and pen changing via a
carousel (which allows for the use of a single-pen pen
carriage) means that performance and reliability can be
achieved using parts smaller in size than one would normally expect in a D- and A1-size plotter. The drive motors
(Fig. 2) are a good example of this. As a result, low cost is an
added bonus.
Our performance goal is to achieve 49 acceleration and 60
cm/s slew speed while maintaining a high standard of line
quality. A dc motor and shaft-mounted encoder combination is used because of its low-inertia/high-performance
characteristic.
One of the early design decisions was how to couple the

Fig. 1. Sinplified block diagram of motor drive and servo
syslem.
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motors to the load. The pen-carriageaxis usesa cabledriven
by a pulley to move the carriage back and forth along a
straight guide rail. The cable-wounddrive pulley is geared
to the Y-axis drive motor. The X-axis grit wheels are geared
directly to the drive motor. Someof the considerationsthat
influenced the selection of a gear-drivenapproach are:
r Load inertia on the grit-wheel axis changesas a function
of the medium being driven and its size. To keep this
from disturbing the servomechanismand line quality it
is desirableto make the motor and nonvariable portions
of the total load inertia large with respectto the paper
inertia.
r Physical size of the motor and thermal considerations
indicate that gearedreduction is beneficial.
r Mechanical stiffness and repeatability are necessaryrequirements.
r It is desirableto have the two axes driven in the same
manner.
r A fine encoderresolution was neededto obtain velocity
data.
r Maximum operating frequency of commercially available encodersis generally limited to 50 kHz.
Proper gear design is important to reach our goals of
performanceand reliablity. A fine diametral pitch [DP) is
desirablefor severalreasons.First, the finer the tooth the
lessthe magnitudeof sliding friction betweenmating teeth.
The benefit is less wear. Second,noise is reduced with a
fine pitch gear.Finally, high contactratios can be aohieved,
that is, more than one tooth can share the load.
F^72-DP2D-toothpinion is bondedto the motor shaftwith
an anaerobic adhesive. The pinion is hobbed from 303
stainlesssteel since it is subjectedto much more wear than
the driven geardue to the pinion's higher r/min. At 60 cm/s
slew speed the motor turns at approximately 2900 r/min.
The driven 72-DP gearsare made of TeflonrM-filled DelrinTM. Plastic gearsare desirableto keep inertia and gear
noise at a minimum. Delrin was chosen because of its
strengthand Iow water absorptionproperties.Teflon filling
means that additional lubrication is not necessaryduring
the life of the plotter. The gearsare hobbed to an AGMA
quality number 10 specification.This includes a tolerance
of 0.0tg mm on tooth-to-tootherrorand 0.025mm on total
composite error. Accuracy, repeatability, quietness, and
wear are directly affected.
The gear used on the pen-carriageaxis has 209 teeth
while the gear used on the grit-wheel drive axis has 141
teeth. An odd number of teeth is chosen intentionally so
that a particular tooth on the pinion will engageless frequently with a particular tooth on the driven gear than it
would if an evennumber of teethhad beenchosen.This also
contributes to more even wear and quieter operation. A
great deal of care is necessaryduring the fabrication and
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Fig.2. DelrinTMexpansionlink assembly.This design, indi'
cated by the arrows, compensatesfor the difference tn thermal
expansionratesbetweenthe aluminumand Delrrngearsused
in the dilve molol syslems. Note the smallsrze of the drive
motors.
assembly of the motor and gear-mounting parts to guarantee that the pinion and the gear are paralleled. This assures
that the load is distributed over the entire B-mm face width.
Low tooth wear is the result.
The problem of thermal expansion of the Delrin gearswas
solved by a clever mounting scheme.An aluminum frame is
used to mount the motor and gear on each axis. Since
aluminum and Delrin have different coefficients of thermal
expansion, there is a problem of gear backlash changing as a
function of temperature. Backlash must be minimized since
it affects line quality (line closure). The motor is mounted
on a plate that is free to move with respect to the gear. This
plate is restrained to the main aluminum frame by means of
a Delrin expansion link (Fig. 2). The expansion link is
located geometrically such that it moves the motor to and
from the gear at the same rate the gear contracts and expands with temperature. As a result any component of
backlash caused by temperature variations is eliminated. A
repeatability specification of 0.0s mm is then attainable.
The 1000-line dual-channel optical encoder is the feedback element in the servo loop providing both positional
and velocity information. Since the feedback element is
right at the motor and not out at the pen tip or on the paper
surface the pen is actually plotting outside of the servo ioop.
A stiff rigid system is necessaryto couple the motors to pen
and paper so that the position is not affected by resonances
or loose tolerances outside of the servo loop. One potential
problem is the drive cable acting as a spring in the pen
carriage drive system. An initial concern was that the resonance of the cable would be so low that it would come close
to the 100-Hz servo bandwidth. Waviness in the lines
would have been the expected result. To stiffen the system
and move the resonance higher a double-stringing
technique is used. This is accomplished in the same amount
of space that single stringing previously occupied. If everything were perfect the resonance should be higher by the
square root of 2. The result is a resonance of approximately

2SOHzwith the pen carriage all the way to the left-hand end
of travel. As the carriage moves to the right one of the
parallel springs is shortened and the resonance gets even
higher.
The cable used to drive the pen carriage back and forth is
composed of a combination of 303- and 304-stainless-steel
strands wrapped in a 7x19 (7 bundles of 19 strands each)
construction and covered with a nylon jacket. Fatigue life of
the cable is an important consideration in selecting the
drive pulley diameter. This leads to the drive pulley being
larger in diameter than the grit wheel and thus the different
number of teeth on the respective drive gears.
Servomechanism
The most frequently encountered requirements for a
high-performance X-Y plotter are accuracy, speed and line
quality. The achievement of the requirements here centers
on the ability to control the movements of the pen and the
paper. Servomechanisms are used to drive the plotting
mechanism as desired under load and environmental variations. X-Y plotters need two axis-position control servos.
The servos control the pen and paper so that they follow
input vector profiles. The pen and paper must reach the
target position while the drive motors for each of the two
axes control velocity so that the pen follows the desired
trajectory on the paper in real time. For accuracy, smoothness and the coordination ofboth axes,the servos should be
insensitive to the parameter variations of the mechanical
system, prime mover, and writing media. The servo
bandwidth is frequently taken as a figure of merit for judging performance. Through the simulation and the analysis
of the proposed mechanical system, the 7580A was modeled as a second-order system and the bandwidth was extended up to 100 Hz, which proved to be safe from mechanical resonance.
To control each state of an inertia-damping second-order
system, information of two statesis necessary.Position and
velocity are the observation and control states in this system. The servo loop can be closed only with position feedback. But it is difficult to have loop gain high enough to get
the required stiffness to desensitize the effect of load perturbations because of the stability problem caused by
mechanical resonance. Many different styles of classical
servo systems are available with a single feedback, but they
have contradictory problems: if the stiffness at the stationary state is enhanced to reduce the error at the final position, the slew speed is sacrificed; if the slew speed is enhanced, a stability problem emerges or the stiffness is sacrificed. The 7580A obtains the position-feedback information from the optical shaft encoders lvhich are easily interfaced to the microprocessor. Velocity information is estimated from the encoder counts.
Dual-Rate Sampled Data
The 7580,\ servo system (Fig. 3l is a dual-rate sampled
data control system. In slow-rate mode, the position data
from the optical encoders on each motor shaft is provided to
the processor. Following the necessary calculations, the
processor outputs position command signals corresponding to the difference between the desired and actual positions ofthe pen and paper. A fast-rate loop provides velocity data for damping the system.
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Fig.3, Block diagram of the 75804 servo control system

One method for obtaining velocity information would
have been the use of a traditional tachometer.This would
have allowed a continuous and accuratemeasurementthat
would havebeeneasyto interfaceto the control electronics.
However, the use of a tachometerwas avoided becauseof
troublesome motor-tachometerresonanceand packaging
difficulties. For digital plotters, estimating the velocity
from an encoder signal is attractive becauseof hardware
economy.To estimatethe velocity, the time interval can be
measuredfor a fixed count change or the count variation
over a fixed time period canbe determined.The velocity is a
nonlinear function of time in the former case.This limits
the implementation and performance.The 7580A usesthe
latter scheme. For better estimation, a large count and a
small time interval are preferable,but they are conflicting
requirements for physical realization. If the interval is
small, the resolution may not be satisfactorybecausenot
enough counts may be registeredduring that time span. If
the interval is large, there will be a delay in obtaining the
velocity feedback.This has an adverseeffect for damping
the system. A large count requires a high-resolution encoderwhich is costly.A compromiseis necessaryin overall
system design. The 75804 usesa s-kHz velocity sampling
rate which is five times fasterthan the main sampling rate.
The fine resolution is obtained by detecting every edge of
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the 1000 encoderpulses per revolution. This is equivalent
to 4000lines per revolution. In addition to this multiplicity
of encoder pulses, the high gear reduction between the
motor and the shaft makesthe motor run faster and generatesmore countsper time interval.Thus, one position count
amountsto 3.1.24pm and at the maximum slew speedof 60
cm/s, 41 counts are registered for one velocity sampling
period. To achievethe necessaryspeedin velocity estimation this is implemented in hardware.
By line quality, we mean the fidelity of the plot to the
input. This is synonymouswith dynamic accuracy.Traditionally, plotter accuracy means static accuracy, that is,
how closely the actualpen position agreeswith the desired
endpoint. These performancesare directly related to the
servocharacteristicsof both axes.The dynamic matching of
the two axesis the key to line quality in the 75804. A large
loop gain solves the accuracy problem and regulatesthe
effect of load perturbation. The micro-grip drive and the
high gear reduction reduce the effective load inertia,
simplifying the matching. In most systems,the load inertia
is dominant in the inertia term. In the 7580A,using gearreduction makesthe load inertia equivalentto the motor inertia,
The 49 acceleration,60 cm/s slew speed and 0.025 mm
resolution are achieved with a LOO-Hzservo bandwidth.

Dual Bandwidth
There is an inherent limit cycle problem with the digital
velocity estimator. This is because the velocity estimation is
done discretely rather than continuously. The limit cycle
causes physical dithering and audible noise. The dithering
does not deteriorate the plotting quality because it is minute. But it can cause a wear problem, and the audible noise
may be loud enough to bother the operator. When the pen
and paper reach their target location in the 75804, the
processor changes the position command signal gain internally and sends an endpoint control signal to the servo
board. Then the damping path gain is reduced to make the
servo bandwidth 60 Hz. This proves to be tight enough at
the stationary position to hold the motors still and
minimizes the dithering.
To minimize the use of electronic hardware, a multiplexing scheme was chosen. Although this increases the complexity of the circuit, redundant hardware and data paths
can be eliminated. There are two internal common buses on
the servo board (Fig. 3). One is connected from the common
I/O bus. The other is connected to the digital-to-analog
converter (DAC). The buses are used to read the present
position for the processor and to send the position command signal and the damping signal to the DAC. The
25-Wz multiplexer control signal sequentially enables the
outputs of the X- and Y-velocity estimator and position
error registers, applying their contents to the input of the
servo DAC. These signals also enable the corresponding
analog switches for the sample-and-hold circuits. The timing is such that the analog signal path to the sample-andhold is completed 1.5 ps after the digital input is available
to the DAC. The path is opened 1.5 g.sbefore the input to the
DAC is changed, keeping the DAC transient signals from
reaching the sample-and-hold circuits. The four sampleand-hold circuits retain the signals, X-axis position command, X-axis damping, Y-axis position command and
Y-axis damping. The outputs of the circuits go to the power
amplifiers through the summing and gain control amplifier
stages.
There are two safety features for plotter hardware protection. One is implemented in firmware as discussed in the
article on page 7. The other is done in hardware. A drivesystem protection relay is inserted between the axis drive
motors and their respective drive amplifiers. This relay also
has a set of contacts to protect the pen-lift voice coil against
overcurrent conditions. This relay is closed by the processor at power-on and opens automatically upon loss of the
*5V or -+12Vsupplies,loss of the system clock, pen-lift coil
overcurrent, or failure to respond to a service request interrupt. This circuit completes the current path to the drive
motors only when the detection circuit shows no failures.
Thus, even with an initial failure, the mechanism can be
protected.
Troubleshooting the multiplexed circuit and the servo
system is inherently difficult. To ease the troubleshooting
problem, there are three diagnostic LEDs (light-emitting
diodes) on the servo board. One LED indicates the protection relay status, while the other two LEDs are used to
indicate which path has trouble. By selecting the proper
self-test switch on the processor board, the processor sends
the signal to the corresponding path or reads the position

counts and calculatesthe velocity with the position count
variation and feeds this into the position command path.
With these operations and with LEDs and/or an oscilloscope,a troubled path can be identified easily. This capability reducesthe troubleshootingtime and painful effort.
The mechanicalsystem,including the motors,was modeled on a computer and verified with an HP Model S423A
Structural Dynamics Analyzer.
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FirmwareDeterminesPlotterPersonality
by Larry W. Hennessee,AndreaK. Frankel,
MarkA. Overton,and RichardB. Smith
HE PERSONALITY OF THE HP MODEL 75BOA
Drafting Plotter is determined by BK bytes of
firmware as executed by a ZBOO2microprocessor.
The multilevel interrupt capability of the 28002 allows the
plotter to servicethe I/O,front panel,and axis-motorcontrol
algorithms upon time-driven and event-driven interrupts
while processingcommandsfrom either the plotter's front
panel or I/O in the background. The 64K-byte addressing
spaceof theZBOO2lets the plotter firmware contain twelve
charactersets,six each of two different fonts, as well as a
1}24-byIeinput buffer. Enoughunused addressingspaceis
availableso that future enhancementsto the plotter can be
easily done by expanding the firmware.
Three levels of interrupt are used. The highest-priority
interrupt services a 1-kHz sampled-dataservo system to
control the two drive motors. It also monitors any frontpanel activity. The two lower-priority levels of interrupt
servicethe I/O, which can be either ttre HP-IB* or RS-232-C
at up to 9600 baud.
At power-on, the plotter initialization module determines which of the two IiO hardware modules is installed
and activatesthe appropriate firmware module. Because
both I/O configurationsare buffered and data is sent to the
1024-byteinput buffer or output from the output buffer
upon demand,the I/O firmware module is independent of
and entirely decoupled from the rest of the plotter's
firmware. Becauseof the relatively small amount of codein
each of the two I/O firmware modules, both are always
resident so that the firmware and the processor/memory
circuit board are the same in both I/O configurations.
The 7580Ahandlespaperofvarioussizes.Paperloading
and unloading is no more difficult than it is on a flatbed
*HewletfPackards mplementat
on of IEEEStandard488 fi978).

Fig. 1. Front panel of the HP Model 75804 Drafting Plotter.
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plotter. Thesefeaturespresentedchallengesto the firmware
designteam.
Unlike a flatbed device, which has a fixed platen with
predetermined mechanical-travellimits for the axes, the
effectiveplaten size of the 7580,t is a function of the size of
the paper.The effectsof this on the graphicssetup parameters (charactersize, scaling, etc.) have to be minimized. A
way to align the plotter had to be devisedso that it can track
lines on grid paper whose grid lines are not quite orthogonal
to the paper'sedgesand thereforethe platen edges.Because
of the simultaneousmotions of a pen along one axis and the
paperalong the other axis, a convenientmethod for permitting the operator to interrupt an in-progress plot asynchronouslyfor observationis necessary.Another major design objective,underlying all other decisions,is that the HP
7580Abebackwardcompatibleto the rest of HP's HP-IBand
RS-z32-Cplotters.
This last objective dictated that the Hewlett-Packard
GraphicsLanguage(HP-GL)be used as the interface communication language. Becauseof the many new and expandedfeaturesof the 7580A,new commandswere added.
The languagesyntax was made less stringent so that, compared to other HP-GL plotters, fewer bytes of data need to
be sent to the 75804 for any given plot.
Backward compatibility introduced another problem.
The standard vector endpoint resolution of HP's plotter
family is 25 micrometres.This 2S-micrometredistance is
defined as one plotter unit. HP's other plotters are of a size
such that any (vector) endpoint on their platens can be
addressedin plotter units by a positive two's-complement
integernumber expressiblein sixteenbits. Thus, HP's other
plotters are first-quadrantdevices.In the caseofthe 7580A,
the lengths of D- and A1-size paper are on the order of g0
centimetres,or more than 36000plotter units, a number too
large to be representedas a positive two's-complementinteger in sixteen bits. However, if the endpoint addressin
plotter units can be a positive or negativenumber, sixteen
bits can representnumbers large enough to addressevery
point on D- and A1-size, or even the larger E- and AO-size
paper. Therefore,the 7580A's plotter unit origin is placed
in the center of the platen (that is, the center of the loaded
paper).Thus, the 7580A is a four-quadrantplotter. Existing
softwareand controllerfirmware written to drive HP's other
plotters can also communicate with the 75804 through a
common sixteen-bit two's-complementinteger format.
The front panel (Fig. 1) provides the operator with the
means for locally controlling the 75804. The front panel
has twenty-two keys, elevenLED (light-emitting diodeJindicators, a three-hexadecimal-digitmatrix display, and a
joystick. The joystick is used to position the pen locally on
the paper,The LEDs indicate the current operatingmode of
the plotter, whether there has been an I/O or graphics euor,
whether ninety-degreerotation is in effect, whether the
plotter was told to move outside the plotting limits, and

POWER.ON
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Parameter default
values are sel

CHART-HOLOKey

CHART-UNLOADKey
Raise pinch wheels

CHART-UNLOADKey

REMOTEKey
Find paper's edges
Move to vievv position

VIEW Key or Pl,
P2, or AA Keys
Find paper's edges
Move to selected
position
(Wait on operator)

VIEW Key or HP-GL "NR"
Move to view
position

Fig, 2. Diagramof transitionsbetweenthe 7580A'sthree
operctingstates.
whether the plotter is expecting entry of a digitized point.
Two LED indicators, in conjunction with the three-hexadecimal-digit matrix display, also prompt the operator
when pen force and speed parametersare being entered
from the front panel.The three digits in the display indicate
the current pen number and its respectiveforce and speed
values in normal operation. Additionally, they indicate a
hardware malfunction, should one occur during plotter
operation.
The twenty-two keys let the operator enter pen force and
speedvalues,selecta pen, turn ninety-degreerotation on or
off, enterscalingpoint positionsonthe paper(platen),align
paper grid lines with the plotter axes after the paper has
been loaded,and set the mode of the plotter to one of three
operating states:
r Not-ready,for paper loading and unloading
r View, for asynchronous local interruption of an inprogress plot for operator inspection and/or optional
modification of pen position or other parameters
r Remote, for fetching and processing HP-GL plotting
commandsfrom the input buffer.
The operatingstateof the plotter is controlled entirely by
four of the twenty-two front-panelkeys.Hence,an operator
usesjust thesefour keys in an environmentwhere all plotting parametersare set via program control. The rest of the
front-panelkeys, and all of the indicators and the joystick,
can be ignored in such an environment. This can help
minimize the amount of operatortraining necessily,
A diagram ofthe plotter's operatingstates,and the frontpanel key functions that invoke statetransitions, is shown
in Fig. 2. All statetransitions are invoked solely from the

front panel with one exception: a program can issue an
HP-GL command that causesthe plotter to exit the remote
state and enter the view state. Because it takes operator
intervention to force the plotter back into the remote state,
and becausethe remote state is the only state in which
HP-GLcommandsare processed,the program can thus protect a just-finished plot from being drawn upon by a subsequentprogram before the operator changesthe paper.
A function mentioned earlier is the alignment of the
plotter'saxeswith the axesof grid paper.This is exclusively
a local function in that it can be accomplishedonly via the
front panel. The axis alignment function is necessaryonly if
the paper's grid lines, when loaded, are not orthogonal to
the plotter's axes.Whether or not axis alignment should be
done, or has been done, is not known by the program driving the plotter. Good programming practice might require
that the program send the operatora reminder to check for
grid/plotter axis alignment when grid paper is in use.
Should axis alignment be necessary,the logical axesof the
75804 can be rotated a few degrees away from its actual
physical axes so that the plotter's effective axes are orthogonal to the grid's axes. This is done by using the frontpanel joystick in conjunction with the AXIS-ALIGN,
Pl, P2,
and ENTERkeys.
Two other plotter functions are pen carousel initialization and confidencetest invocation.Whenevera carouselis
mounted, it is handled as though an "initialize carousel"
key on the front panel were pressed.The carousel is automatically rotatedso that its pen type (fiber-tip,roller-ball,
or liquid-ink) and its occupancy state (actual number of
pens in the carousel and where they are located) can be
sensedand recorded. The 75804 then updates the occupancy statemap every time there is any pen changing activity while the carouselremains mounted. Whenever a new
carousel is mounted that differs in type from the previously

/

\

\

/

Fig. 3. When the user-specit ed units (black grid above) are
much coarserthan the internalplotter unitsthe arc generatorin
the 7580A smooths curves by temporarily altering the transformation coefficients. Thus, instead of constraining curved
,nes to the user-grid intersections(colored dashed ellipse
above), a more acceptable smoothplot (colored solid ellipse
above) results.
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mounted carousel,a setofdefault valuesfor pen speedsand
forces is invoked. These default values can then be
changed,either by the program or via the front panel,for all
pens of the carouselor for individual pens in the carousel.
A button on the back panel invokes the plotter's internal confidence test. To run the test, the plotter must
have paper loaded such that it is in the not-readystatewith
the pinch wheels down on the paper. Otherwise,the CONFIDENCE
TESTbutton has no effect.When the test is run, an
exhaustivetest plot is drawn on the loaded paper.The test
plot can be inspectedfor line quality, rehace, pen concentricity, axis accuracy, and so forth to confirm satisfactory
operation.No controller is requiredto run this test sincethe
internal firmware contains the commands to make the test
plot.
Firmware
When the plotter is turned on, it tests its ROM (readonly-memory) and RAM (random-access
memory), checks
an internal switch to seeif someself-testis to be performed,
initializes all the firmware modules, resetsthe hardware
components, starts the one-millisecond processor interrupt, establishesthe pen carriage position and enters the
not-readystate.The plotter can then be set into its ordinary
plotting mode, remote, via the front panel as discussed
earlier and illustrated in Fig. 2. In remote, HP-GL commands in the form of a continuous streamof ASCII characters are taken from the plotter's buffer for processing.
When the I/O module is requestedby the parser subroutine to get a command character from the buffer, it first
checksto seeifany front-panelactivity hasoccurred.Ifso, it
calls the front-panel handler to perform the appropriate
action beforeexamining the input buffer. Thus, continuous
I/O activity does not lock out the front panel becausethe
front panel has a higher priority.
The parser recognizesthe HP-GL command set, which
consists of two-letter mnemonic commands followed by
optional parametersin the standardASCII* characterset.
For example, AA 3000,4000,45, 1; is an arc-absolutecommand that directs the plotter to draw a 45 degree arc in
one-degreeincrements centered about the point (3000,
4000), starting at the current logical pen position. The
palser convertssuch an HP-GL command into a command
number and a binary parameter list. An executive loop
invokes the parserto get a command and gives it (and any
accompanying parameterlist) to the graphics module to
dispatch the appropriate routine to do the command.
To keepthe code designstraightforwardand modular, all
coordinate transformation information is kept in matrices
instead of distinct variables,allowing a single high-speed
transformation routine to perform all translation, scaling
and rotation. This structure also permits the rapid
coordinate-systemchanges needed for drawing arcs,
characters,and dashedlines.
Arc Generator
The 75804 contains a powerful arc generator.The arcs
are composedof a seriesof connectedstraight chords. The
length of a chord can be determinedby either its subtended
angle or a maximum allowable deviation from a hue arc.
Either of thesemethods can be selectedthrough the HP-GL
*American
Standard
Codefor Informatlon
lnterchanoe
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command set. In addition, if a user-specifiedunit corresponds to many plotter units (coarsescaling) the arc
generatorautomatically smoothsthe arc-the endpoints of
eachchord are not forced to lie on integer-valueduser-unit
grid points, but instead lie on the true arc (Fig. 3). This
smoothing is accomplished by temporarily dividing the
scalingcoefficientsin the transformationmatrix by a power
of two to make the largest one of them equal to about one
plotter unit in one or both axes.
The arc generator accepts either a chord angle, or a
maximum arc deviation from which it computesthe corresponding chord angle. The resulting chord angle is decreased if necessaryto fit an integral number of equallength chords in an arc. To reduce processing time, all
chord calculations are done using fixed-point integer
arithmetic instead of floating point.
All anglesare convertedinternally from degreesto binaryangular-measureformat (BAM) by the formula BAM:
degrees/360,
and are storedas a 16-bit or 32-bit number. For
example,140' is representedby .0110001110001110.
The BAM format has the advantagethat one does not
need to use modulo 360 arithmetic when adding anglesonly a binary add is needed.This format also simplifies the
fixed-point sine and cosine calculations.The relationship
s i n ( X ) : c o s ( X - 9 0 ) b e c o m e ss i n ( X ) : c o s ( X - 4 0 0 0 1 0 )t,h e
input being 16 bits. The cosinecalculationusesthe first five
terms of Taylor's series(with somecoefficientsadjustedto
improve worst-caseaccuracy),which requires five 16-bit
multiplies.
The arc algorithm is:
THETA:: O;
DO NUMBER_OF-CHORDSTIMES
BEGIN
THETA:: THETA+ CHORD_INGLE;(32-bitadd)
- DY*SINITHETA)
X:= XCENTER
+ DX*COS(THETA)
(16-bitmultiplies)
Y:= YCENTER
+ DY*COS(THETA)
+ DX-SIN(THETA);
(32-bitadds)
DRAW(X,Y);
END;
This algorithm has the properties that:
r AII chords are of equal length
r An arc doesnot drift, that is, the last chord endsat the true
endpoint of the arc (iterative algorithms can drift)
r Chord endpoints are accurateto within one plotter unit
for arcs of reasonableradii
r Chord calculations involve only fixed-point arithmetic,
which reducesprocessingtime.
Linetype Generation
A new featureof the 7580,\ is its ability to draw adaptive
dashedlines. Adaptive dashedlines are drawn such that an
integral number of dasheswill fit in a line. Integerarithmetic is used to decreaseprocessing time, and is assumed
throughout the following discussion, i.e. all lengths are
expressedas integral numbersof plotter units. The number
of patterns drawn in a line is computed by
N:

(line length)
(nominal user-specified pattern length)

(1)

N is incremented by 1 if equation (1) has any remainder. The
pattern length is then changed slightly by
Pattern length :

(line length)
T-

(2)

This is rounded down if not an integer, assuring that the
drawn pattern length will not exceed the nominal userspecified length. In general,N does not exactly divide the
line length in equation(2). The gap B : fline length) - Nx
(pattern length) is the amount the last dash-patternwould
fall short of the line's endpoint (Fig. aa).
Some of the few plotters that will do adaptive dashed
Iines simply leave a gap of E plotter units at the end of the
line. The 7580'sfirmware avoids this annoyanceby drawing the first E patterns(Fig. b) with an added length of one
plotter unit, creating a small gap at the end of E patterns
insteadof a largegap of E plotter units at the end of the line.
This assuresthat the last pattern will always end exactly at
the line's endpoint, creatinga uniform dashedappearance.
For example,given a nominal pattern length of 10 and a
short line of s, N is 1 and the patternlength becomesB.For a
line 76 units long, N is 76/10: 7.6 which rounds up to B.
The pattern length for this line then becomes7618: 9.5
which rounds down to 9. The gap E:76-Bx9:4, thus the
first four patterns are 10 units long and the last four patterns are I units long.
Smart Pen Module
The 75S0A provides a variety of pen control featuresby
meansof the smartpen module (SPM)situated at the logical
interface between the front-end graphics processingand
the hardware-orientedvector generator.This module provides the ability to control pen movement parameters,automatic timeout features,and decision algorithms for pen
selectionand storing.A new featureallows the 7580Ato do
some buffering of pen actions to enhanceperformance'
The automatic pen (AP) instruction allows the user to
specify combinationsof three smart-penfunctions:
1. Pick pen up if unusedfor x milliseconds
Line Length

I

PatternLength
N x (Pattern Length)

First E Patterns

(Pattern Length) +1

Last N-E Patterns

Pattern Length

F)9.4. (a) lf the length of the dashpatternfor a line does not
evenlydivide intothe length of the line, the remainder causesa
gap of length E at the end of the line as shown. (b) The 7580A
avoids this by adding an equal part of the gap to a number of
patternsat the start of the line.

2. Put pen away if unused for x milliseconds
3. Buffer pen selectsuntil pen is neededfor draw.
The buffering of pen-select(SP)operationswas motivated
by observinga rather futile and embarassingbit of behavior
on another plotter. When a multicolor dashed-linepattern
was defined in software and generatedfor a vector which
was clipped, the pen selectsfor the portions of the line
outside the window were not weeded out when the line
segments were clipped. Watching pen after pen being
selected,brought to the edgeof the window, and returnedto
the stall without being used made us realize that a pen
selectis not necessaryunlessa line is to be drawn with that
pen. Thus the smart pen module maintains a "logical pen"
(last selected)and an "actual pen," and updatesas needed.
This featurecan be defeatedby sending the appropriateAP
instruction, or by selectinga pen from the front panel. AII
front-paneloperationsare done immediately upon recognition of the pressedkey. The SPM also remembersthe last
pen requestedthat was presentin the carouselat the time.
This follows the "principle of least astonishment" by preventing the plotter from stopping when given a command
to selecta pen that is not presentin the carousel.In this case
the plotter ignores the instruction and continues plotting
with the last selectedpen that was available.
In addition to the three functions listed above,a fourth
function is used internally by the charactergeneratorand
other graphicsactivitiesto requestthe SPMto buffer pen-up
moves;thedestinationis savedand the move executedonly
when a pen-down move is needed.This enhancesplotting
speedby not wastingtime moving the pen around when it is
not drawing. The default casefor the AP instruction is full
user-selectablecapabilities; for the occasional operation
where the three SPM functions are not needed, they are
easily defeated.The user is not allowed accessto the buffering of pen-up moves becausethis would complicate the
notion of current position. For example, if a move is buffered, what should the plotter output as the current actual
pen position and the current commanded pen position?
Should the plotter catchup on bufferedmovesupon receipt
of the reset,or should they be forgotten?Upon initiation of
front-panelaction,such asjoystick use,should the buffered
moves be done? The code written for the joystick tries to
createthe illusion that the movement of the pen is directly
relatedto the user'shand on the joystick. If the pen makesa
sudden jump to a buffered position when the joystick is
touched, that illusion is shattered,and manual operations
such as digitizing points and aligning paper grids become
more complicated. Acting on the "principle of least astonishment," the buffered-movefeature is used internally
to simplify processingelsewhere,but is defeatedfor user
interaction.
When the automatic pen-lift or recap features are
selected,the number of milliseconds used for the timeout
depends on the type of pen carousel last mounted and
initialized. If the carouseltype is unknown (nonepresentat
power-up, or type not readablebecausethe reflective coding strips on the carouselare damagedor not present),the
plotter assumesthat the most fragile type, drafting pens,
type 3, are present. Liquid-ink drafting pens dry out
rapidly, and so a 1s-secondtimeout is setfor them. Fiber-tip
and roller-ball pen carousels(types1 and 2) usea 65-second
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timeout. This automatic feature is invisible to the user
running remote programs.The plotter remembersthe pen,
logical position, and whether the pen was up or down, and
executesa pen fetch and move to restore the state of the
plotter upon receipt of the next command. Thus any command is executedproperly regardlessof whether an automatic timeout occurredor not. A pen which is insertedin
the carriagepenholderby the user (ratherthan being picked
from the carousel by the plotter) does not activate these
timeout features.The timeout is also defeatedwhile the
joystick is being used. Theseprovisions are made to keep
the automaticfeaturesfrom getting in the way of a manual
digitizing operation.The digitizing sight doesnot need to
be recappedand it would be disconcertingto have the pen
holder suddenly raceto the side of the plotter while ostensibly under joystick control!
Defaultvaluesof force,speed,and accelerationarestored
for each carouseltype, along with maximum allowed values for each. After experimenting with many pens on a
variety of plotting media, the following defaults were
chosen:
DEFAULT
L
2
3
Max

FORCE
SPEED ACCELERATION
4(34 gramsJ 50 cm/s
49
49
6(50 grams) 60 cm/s
1(10grams) 25 cm/s
49
8(66 grams) 60 cm/s
49

The FoRCEnumber is relatedto the force in gramsby the
formula Bx(FORCE-1)+lO : force in grams.
When a carouselis initialized, its type is read and a pen
occupancymap is made.If the carouselis of a differenttype
from the previously initialized one (or if it is the first
carouselinitialization since power-up), the default values
for all three parametersare placed in the parameterarrays
for eachpen.A group of new HP-GLiommands is provided
to allow the userto programnew parametersfor eachpen or
for all pens. For example,FS; setsthe default force for all
pens in the current carousel.FS 5; sets pen force 5 for all
pens. FS5,3;setsforce 5 only for pen 3. VS (velocity select)
and AS (accelerationselect) work similarly. In all cases,
parametersgreaterthan the maximum allowable value are
replacedwith that value and pen numbersgreaterthan the
number physically possible (B) result in the instruction
being ignored.Ifa carouselis replacedwith a carouselofthe
same type, the parametersstored in these arrays are not

defaulted.This allows the userto pull the carousel,checkor
replace pens, and replace the carouselwithout having to
respecify the parameters.The current pen number, force,
and velocity (roundedto the nearest10 cm/s)are displayed
on the front panel.
The OT instruction returns the current (last initialized)
carouseltype and a bit map of pen stall occupancy.This
allows a sophisticatedprogram to tailor its pen choosing
according to what is available at the time.
Character Generator
In designing the charactergenerator,we beganby investigating new and better characterfonts to incorporate into
the 75804 to upgradefrom the fixed-cell stick font used in
all of HP's other vector plotters. High on the design objectives list was the desireto include a setwith variable-width
charactersand variable spacing, becausea set with these
featuresproducestext with high aestheticappeal.We also
wanted to design a set based on arc segmentsas well as
vectorsso that the coarsenessof the charactersis not tied to
their size. Balanced against these wants were the
constraints-the spaceallocatedfor firmware fonts was not
infinite, the enhancedcharacterscould not be allowed to
degrade characterthroughput, and any styles or features
desired must be easily translated into some machineformat.
storeable/machine-executable
There was also the explicit concern that the 75804 remain backwardcompatiblewith the HP 9872| 7220 family of
plotters,that is, that the setof HP-GLcommandspertaining
to labeling be retained and have the samemeaning regardless of font change.This requirement to "change but stay
the same" had a major influence on the charactergenerator
development.
Variable Spacing
In a variable-spacingfont, the spacing between any two
charactersdepends on the characterson either side of the
space.The combination LT, for instance,will have very little
spaceadded between the charactersbecausethe concavities
of the two letterscomplementeachother. That is, there is a
visual open spacebetween the characters.In contrast,the
combination ME will have a large amount of spaceadded
between the letters, becausethe juxtaposition of the two
parallel verticalscreatesa crowded appearance.The goal is
to adjustthe spacingfor any likely combination of lettersso
that the text appearsto be evenly spacedto the eye,produc-
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Fig.S. TheHP ModetTSB0ADraft.
ing Plottet has two character fonts.
(a) Font with variable spacing and
the use of arcs for curved characters (character set 10). (b) Font
with fixed spacing and vectordrawn characters (character set
0). (The poem is from Lewis Carroll's "Throughthe LookingG/ass.')

By working to reconcile the artist's point of view with
that of the engineer, we were able to see the need for another
enhancement to the character generator: adjustable spacing. In HP's previous plotters, the space between characters
is scaled by the same transformation as the characters themselves; if there is a half-character-width of space between A
and B with 1-mm-high letters, there will be the same ratio of
space to letter with 15-cm-high letters. Aesthetically, this is
wrong: the larger the characters, the less space that is
needed for visually pleasing text. We could not adjust this
internally and maintain backward compatibility with HP's
previous plotters, so we added an extra spacing (ES)command which allows the user to specify the spaceto be added
(or subtracted) from spaces between characters and lines.
The existence of variable-width characters or variable
spacing means that operations such as centering a label are
no longer as simple as counting the number of printing
characters and doing a character plot command to position
the pen half that number of spaces back. Internally, each
character in a variable-spaced font has its width, centroid
information, left spacetable index, and right spacetable
index stored along with its picture. To implement the label
origin (LOl command, the buffered label must be traced
through, and the number of grid units for each character
width and space looked up and accumulated so the exact
string length can be determined.
To help sophisticated users who need to do label positioning beyond what is provided by the LO command, the
instructions BL (buffer label), OL (output label informationJ,
and PB (print buffer) were added to the instruction set. The
command Blxxxxxxxxx(etx>;
stores a label of up to 150
characters in the plotter's label buffer but does not print it.
The OL command can be used to obtain the actual length of
the longest line in the label buffer, converted to the units
that the character plot instruction uses. AIso returned are
the number of printing characters and spaces less
backspaces in that line and the effective number of
linefeeds (LF-VT) in the buffer. This provides the user with
the information needed to position the label as desired.
In addition, the OL command, used in conjunction with
the ES command, provides the means to stretch or shrink a
line to fit a known space evenly without resorting to adding
whole spaces between words or altering character size. For
example, if it is known that the lines to be justified are
approximately 65 spaces wide, one would turn extra spacing off (ES;),buffer the line to be justified (Blxxxxx<etx>;),
and request an OL to receive LEN, NUM-CHARS, NUM-

ing aesthetically pleasing and easy-to-read Iettering. This is
demonstrated in Fig. 5a.
The spacing table is a two-dimensional matrix indexed
by the letter on the left and the letter on the right. Building
on the work of HP's Corporate Industrial Design group on
variable spacing, which was based on fixed character sizes
and limited to alphanumeric characters only, we converted
the space table to the same primitive grid units in which the
strokes for a character are defined, and expanded the table
to include the large variety of foreign language and special
symbols in the plotter's character sets. Placement of a symbol in a row was based on analysis of what kind of righthand edge it presented to its neighbors; similarly, column
placement depended on analysis of the left-hand edge of the
picture. We looked at solidness of fill, concavities and convexities, common subelements, and busyness when comparing characters, but mostly it was the artist's trained eye
and intuition that made the selection.
It is highly desirable to have numbers line up in neat
columns for applications such as the parts list on a mechanical drawing, regardless of the font or fonts selected for the
drawing. Of course, this conflicts directly with the characterization of symbols based on their appearance, so the
spacing table was modified especially for this purpose. The
numbers were classified according to their width, so that
they could be put into special categories. As a result the
numbers relate to other numbers in a fixed-spacing manner
while retaining aesthetically pleasing relationships with
letters and punctuation marks.
Another problem was trying to keep the size of the spacing table reasonable while still accommodating the special
cases of auto-backspace characters such as the tildes and
umlauts in the foreign character sets. A negative space is
required to center these characters properly over the preceding character. Ensuring that every conceivable combination would look centered presented a problem. The tilde
is a good example. A lower case n and lower case m share
the same row of the space table since they present identical
right-hand edges to the character following them, but they
are obviously different in width. To center the tilde over
both of them is impossible unless we split the category,and
that approach yields a table an order of magnitude larger
than the one we wanted to usel We chose to compromise,
and selected from each row in the space table the character
over which the auto-backspace character was most likely
to appear, and used that to determine the spacing entry in
the table.
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Fig.6. Effectofchordangleoncharacterquality.TheletterBisdrawnaboveforvailousselected
chord angles.Thesmallerthe chord angle the smootherthe arcsand the longerit takesto write
the character
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is added to the spacingby using it as the first parameterto
the EScommand, and the label is printed with the PB instruction. This sequencecan be placed easily in a loop or
subroutineto facilitate easyuse.
Compatibility Problems
Implementingthe new charactersetsrevealeda whole set
of problems pertaining to spacing and the relationship of
the sizing commands SI and SRto the units of spacesand
Iines used in the CPcommand.We had given free reign to
the artists of HP CorporateIndustrial Design (CID) in designing the charactersand spacingofthe severalfonts being
considered.It was not until one of the marketing support
engineerstried running a prototype 7580A with an HP-85
Computer as controller that we realized that the ratios
WDTH : 1.5
SPACE/CHARACTER
HEIGHT: 2
and LINETEND/CHARACTER
which held for the 9872A Plotter charactersetscould not be
changedbecausethe HP-85 firmware did its LORG (label
origin) calculationsbasedon theseratios. When designing
charactersbasedon rounded shapesrather than oblongs, an
interestingpsychovisualphenomenoncan be observed:for
a letter such as uppercaseS to appearto be the sameheight
as uppercaseT, the top curve of the S must actually extend
somewhatabovethe level of the crossbarof the T. Our eyes
seemto cue on areain preferenceto linear comparisons,in
effect doing an integiation, The IBM SelectricrM-like
characterset we were trying out at that time was designedto
produce visually correct characters,thus all of the curved
capitals (S, O, C, etc.) were a shade taller than 1/2 the
linefeed distance,and most of the letters filled more than
2/3of their space.The unacceptableresult on the HP-85was
Ietters overlapping lines or clipped off.
As ROM releasedeadlinesdrew near,we attemptedto fix
the problem in the code by scaling and translating the
charactersby a small amount to place them within the
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box. Although the charactersdid not look quite as
attractivewith the new arrangement,which left much more
spacebetweenthe characters,they were still betterthan the
stick set they were replacing, and quite acceptableto most
of the engineers.The appetrance of the output was, however,totally unsatisfactoryto the artistsat CID, who told us
they could produce a much better result with a different
characterset designedspecifically to the new constraints.
In two weeks' time, they presented us with a modern
Eurostyle-likesetwhich we settledon as the default character set in the 75804. The sameset,slightly modified to use
fewer vectors in the curved regions, was also selectedfor
the 9872C/Tplotter. Each characteris basedon a rounded
square shape which fills up its box, lessening the visual
impact of the larger amount of spacebetween characters.
Since the curvesare more squared,they do not exhibit the
visual phenomenonmentioned above;the curved and flattopped letters both appearto be and are of equal size, and so
can be confined to the 2l3x1l2 box. This set (Fig. 5b)has the
additional advantageof looking good at very small sizes.
Net result: a solution both the engineers and the artists
could be happy with!
There was no way to reconcile the variable-width,
variable-spacingset with the 2l3x!2 requirement, so we
decided to sidestepthe issue by using the fixed set as the
default set for those applications that needed the known
spacing,and including the more complex setfor new applications.However,this set openedup a new problem area:if
lettersvary in width and in spacing,what doesthe SI or SR
command specifythe sizeof? Compatibility considerations
led us to decide that the SI/SRcommands still specify the
size of.213
of a spaceand tlz of a line asused in the character
plot command,but should that box be the size of the largest
letter or a representiveletter, and if so,which one?As with
many decisions,we let our eyesmake the choice: fitting a
capital A to the box and scaling accordingly resulted in
capital letters being roughly the same size in both fonts.
However, since most of the lettersare not as wide as the A,
text done in the variable-spacingfont usually occupiesless

spacethan text in the fixed font as shown in Fig. 5; hence
the motivation for the OL command describedabove.
Although not immediately obviousto most, the designof
a charactersetto be usedwith variablespacingis not simply
a matter of adding a spacingtable to a previously designed
fixed font. Our original desire was to include a font with an
optional spacingtable,and have an HP-GLcommand to set
fixed spacing or variable spacing at the user's option, The
problem with this can be seenmost easilyby comparingan i
or I in the two sets(Fig. 5). In the font with variablespacing,
the letter has almost zero width, and is situated at the far left
side of its box; in the fixed-cell font, the letter is widened
with serifsand more nearly centeredin its box to eliminate
wide gaps within words.
Arc-Generated Characters
The first considerationin designing charactersbasedon
arcs as well as vectors was to use the powerful arc generator
code already written for the 7580A without giving up the
flexibility of the character generator with respect to
parameterssuch as slant, size, and direction. This meant
that, in addition to providing the arc generatorwith the
centerpoint, chord angle,and total angle for the arc, a way
had to be found to apply the current charactertransforms to
the individual chords of the arcs.The modularity to make
this possible already existed: the arc generatorworks in
current units, and the routine that takes vectors in current
units transformsthem to plotter units, clips them, and ships
them out, Iooking in a global integer for the addressof the
active current-unit-to-plotter-unit (CUPU)transform matrix
to use. The general transform is:

.ItF?]
rxv'lr

= [x' v' r]

If, for example, we have character size (WIDTH, HEIGHT),
slant SLANT, a direction specified by (RUN, RISE),and carriage return point (the origin of the character generator's
grid system), the hansform matrix will be set up as follows:
Hyp=yfiUrl{r+RISE,
CHCOS : RUN/HYP
CHSIN : RISE/HYP
XS:

WIDTH (cm/characterwidth) x400 (plotter units/cm,
number grid units per character width in current font
definition

vc _ HEIGHT (cm/characterheight) x400 (plotter units/cm)
definition
A :XSxCHCOS
B :XS x (SLANTXCHCOS-CHSIN)
C : CARRIAGE RETURN X COORD (plotter units)
D :XSXCHSIN
E : YS X (SLANTXCHSIN_ CHCOS)
F = CARRIAGE RETURN Y COORD (plotter units)
Switching between plotter units, user units, and the character generator's coordinate system is then basically a matter

oftransforming the set ofvariablesrepresentingthe current
logical and physical position from one systemto the other,
and settingthe global pointersto the appropriatetransform
matrix and its inverse, The inverse must be available for
resetapplicationsto back out of the unit systeminto plotter
unit coordinates.Although requiring a bit more coordination between parts of the code, the flexibility gained by
treating the character generator's parameters as a general
transform greatly simplified the integration of the new arc
characters.
Since the vector font was storedas relative (incremental)
vectorson a primitive grid, the arc font was designedto use
relative vectors and relative arcs. The arcs are stored as
centerpoint (two signedbytes,relative to startingposition),
total angle (a 16-bit signed fixed-point number, radix after
most significant bit), and endpoint (two signed bytes,relative to center point of arc). The endpoint information was
neededto convert subsequentrelative vectorsinto absolute
vectors.Ratherthan constrainthe font designersto usea set
of six or eight predefined arcs as in some arc fonts we
studied, we instead allowed thein to specify any arc with a
starting point, centerpoint, and end point coinciding with
grid intersectionpoints. We endedup with a grid resolution
correspondingto 42 units/spaceby 72 units/line , or 2Bby 36
units over the areaoccupiedby the uppercaseletter A. This
allowed for an almost infinite set of arcs, from the tight
circles of the period and % to the shallow arc,almost a line,
in the center of the S.
To makethe arc charactersmore flexible, we addeda user
command to allow adjustment of the chord angle used to
createthe arcs. Chord angles greaterthan 45 degreesproduce unrecognizablepictures,and anglesessentiallyequal
to zero are clearly useless;any angle in betweenis acceptable. Thus the tradeoffbetweencharacterplotting speedand
characterquality is in the user'shands (Fig.6). Largerchord
anglescan be selectedfor quick checkplotsand small lettering where the chords are less noticeable,while the smaller
chord angles can be selected when the need is for higherquality letters (especially at larger sizes)and plotting speed
is less important.
There was some concern in the early stagesof development that using more intricate characters-and especially
g e n e r a t i n g a l l t h o s e c h o r d s i n e a c h c h a r a c t e r ' sa r c
segments-would degradecharacterthroughput. Sincewe
were using a differentprocessor,new hardwaretechnology,
and a different firmware developmentlanguagefrom any of
our plotter projects in the past, we really had no way to
estimate ahead of time what our character throughput
would be.Instead,we relied on a simple test:printing the 52
upper and lowercaseletters,2.5 mm high. At this size,the
9872A Plotter's characterthroughput was specified at 3
charactersper second. We were pleased to see that the
fixed-cell Eurostyle vector font plotted at over 6.6 characters per secondeven though it was defined on a 32-by-32
grid compared to the 9872A's 4-by-B grid and thus used
more vectors.The arc font's speedis plotted in Fig. 7. The
coarse(45 degree)charactersare done more than twice as
fast as the fine (5 degree)characters.The chord angle at
which both plotting speedand subjectivefinenessof the arc
charactersequalthoseofthe vectorfont is approxim ately27
degrees.
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We noticed an interesting problem with respect to the
period, exclamation point, question mtrk, and so forth. So
that they would not disappear at large sizes, these were
designed as circles of one grid-unit radius, rather than dots.
At the default chord angle of 5 degrees, this results in 72
chords for each tiny circle! These circles take a noticable
amount of time to draw, and have both a functional impact
on character throughput and a negative psychological impact on how the user seesthe plotter. We did not want to fix
these tiny circles at some arbitrary number of chords, however, as the mismatch in curve quality in, say, a question
mark's large curve and small dot becomes noticeable at the
character size range used for wall charts and large plot
titles. The solution uses the arc generator's distance tolerance mode for one-grid-unit circles if the character's width
or height is less than 0.5 cm. This means that circles less

than 1i64 cm in radius within characters are actually done
as octagons. Subjectively, it is hard to discern greater curve
quality at smaller sizes, and the octagon can be plotted fast
enough to reduce the throughput problem.
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New Language Tools Aid Plotter Firmware Development
by Andrea K. Frankel
Beforework startedon the firmwarefor the 75804,the decision
languageforthetask.Severalof the
wasmadeto usea high-level
projectengineersare computer-science-oriented,
and it was felt
languagesfor
the timehad cometo takeadvantageof high-level
and easeof code modificareasonsof improvedcode readability
tion and debugging.The questionwas, whichlanguage?
PASCALwas an obviousfirst choice.However,the versions
at thattimewereeithelinterpretive,
availablefor microcomputers
Theneedwasfor
highlyinefficient,
or severelylimitedin features,
a flexiblebut "ROMable"language,closeenoughto the underlying machineto allowbit and bytemanipulation,
but sophisticated
enoughto letthecompilershoulderthe burdenof routinedetail.A
languagecalledZSKLwaschosen.lt wasdevisedin-house
onthe
TREE-META
by LynnWheelwright,
of HP'sSignal
metacompiler
AnalysisDivision.Debuggingand customtailoringof the languagewas a jointproject,with both the designerand the users
for exbug reports,possiblefixes,and suggestions
contributing
pandedfeaturesduringthefirstsixmonthsof thelanguage's
use,
ZBKLis essentially
an ALGOL-60typeof languagewitha useful
set of extensionswhichwere added when needed.Datatypes
include byte, integer,double integer,real, complex, binarycoded decimal,alpha (stringconstants),
and pointers,with full
and indirection
addressarithmetic
oossibleon oointers.A set of
new intrinsicswas added to the languagewhich maps directly
usuonto1-5assemblylanguageinstructions
to allowoperations
ally availableonly at assemblylevelto be imbeddedin more
readablehigh-levelcode. For instance,the code
INTEGER
PENMAP,ACPEN;
WHILE
TBIT(PENI/AP,ACPEN)
DOACPEN
:=ACPEN
+ 1;

t

compilesas efficiently
as writingit in assemblylanguagedirectly,
butiseasyto incorporate
intoa complexalgorithm
withoutobscuring overallcontrolflow.Bit set/clear/test,
arithmeticand logical
shiftsof bytesand integers,accessto conditioncodes("lI OVERFLOW
or CARRY
then ...").and blockmoveinstructions
areexamples of 28000 instructions
which were includedas intrinsicsin
ZSKLfor ease of programming.
The additiono{ equivalencing,
the address-offunction,an assemblestatementfor imbeddingin-linecode, optionalregister
allocationdeclarations,
libraryto the usual
and a floating-point
ALGOLfeaturessuch as imbeddedassionments.
case and if-
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then-elseexpressions
and statements,
and a varietyof looping
constructsmadeZBKLa handytoolthateasedthe taskof writing
largeamountsof code.Theparser,the commanddispatcher,
the
bulkof thegraphics(scaling,arcsand circles,dashedlines,etc.),
thesmartpen moduleandthecharactergeneratorwere
allwritten
in thislanguage.The l/O and the servodrivingroutinesas wellas
somemathematical
routinesin the graphicslibrarywerewrittenin
assemblylanguagebecauseof timing considerations
and the
personalpreferenceof the engineersresponsible.
Theconclusions
afterusinga high-levellanguagefor firmware
developmenton the 7580A are generally favorable. Major
changesin the firmwareweremadeseveraltimeswhenthe code
was in the 9S%-complete
stage,and the readability
of the code
helpedmakechangebotheasierto implementand lessdangero u s i n i t s s i d e e f f e c t s .A n e m p h a s i so n m o r e g e n e r a l i z e d ,
parameterized
routinesresultedin a highfan-infor the low-level
utilityroutines,
whichis desirablebothfroma space-saving
viewpointand alsofor minimizing
the numberof modulesto debug.As
expected,the high-levelcode did use a slgnificantamountof
memoryspace;however,
thisis no longeras important
a factoras
it oncewas.Modern16-bitmicroprocessors
allowfor an address
space of 64K even withoutextensions,and the cost of an extra
ROMpairin the finalproductis notexcessive,
Sincethe processpowerof microprocessors
ing speedand instruction
suchas the
28000allowthe useof the compiler'sslightlylessefficientcode in
all but a few criticalpaths,the mainconsideration
is to plan for
enoughmemorywhenthe initialprocessorboardlayoutis done.
A problemencounteredwith code writtenin a high-levellang u a g e i s t h e d i f f i c u l t yo f R A M e n t r y - p o i n t i n gt;h e r e i s n o
straightforward
wayto accomplishthisin high-level
languagesas
they exist now. This pointsout a gap in the currentcomputer
languagefield:otherthanthe spottyofferingsfromthe computer
manufacturersthemselvesand a few isolatedsoftwarehouses
providingspecial-purpose
tools,there does not seem to be a
visibleeffortto providea good high-level
languagetoolforwriting
microprocessor-based
firmware-goodin the senseof providing
the languagefeatures,
easeof use,and efficiency
of objectcode
we want, as well as easy conversionto ROM. After the experiences of the 75804 project,other San Diego Divisionprojects
haveselectedhigh-level
languagesfor allor partof theirfirmware.
However,more work on appropriatetools is neededbeforewe
can feel reallyconfidentrecommending
it for generaluse.
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Y-Axis Pen HandlingSystem
by Robert D. Haselby, David J. Perach,and Samuel R. Haugh

HE DESIGN OBJECTIVESfor the Y-axis pen handling system(Fig. 1) of the HP Model 7580ADrafting
Plotter are to provide excellent dynamic performance characteristicswhile paying closeattention to reliability, serviceability, and manufacturability. A great
number of design considerationsare merged into the penlift, pen carriage,pen stable,pen capping, and Y-axis arm
designs.

Pen-Lift System
The pen-lift systemin a high-quality plotter becomesas
important asthe position servosif drafting-qualityplots are
to be obtained. The importance is obvious. The position
servoscan move the pen in a perfectly straight line, but if
the pen is bouncing or has the inconect force, then a
drafting-qualityline will not result. To obtain a quality line
the pen must be lowered to the plotting medium with a controlled velocity so that pen-tip damageis eliminated and
pen bounce is reduced. Once in contact with the plotting
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ing the mass of the pen and the associated moving portion
of the pen-lift mechanism allows the impact velocity to
increase without increasing the kinetic energy. This also
decreases the time for penJift action.
Other requirements for a drafting-quality pen lift are:
r The pen-lift path of motion should be vertical. This
eliminates plotter position errors that would result if the
writing surface is not perfectly flat.
r The mass of the entire pen carriage should be reduced so
that the drive requirements for the Y-axis drive motor are
reduced.
r The pen carriage should be driven at its center of mass so
that the high acceleration (ag) does not excite resonant
modes of the pen carriage structure.

medium, the pen must be kept there with the optimum force
for the combination of pen and plotting medium in use. The
force and speed should be adjustable to handle different
pen and medium combinations.
The pen-lift mechanism and pen carriage should be rigid
enough so that the pen won't bounce or chatter as it writes.
It must have low mass to minimize the load on the drive
motors and to keep the system resonance well out of range
of the servo bandwidth. The supporting structure should
withstand the inertial forces caused by a 49 acceleration
along the Y-axis, and not respond to perturbations caused
by the writing medium
When the requirement of high throughput is included in
the design goals, further characteristics are indicated. The
first requirements are high acceleration and high slew
speed. However, this is only part of the picture. The time
required to lift and lower the pen must be reduced if high
throughput is to be realized. This becomes especially important when plotting characters and dashed lines, which
require a lot of pen-lift action. As stated above, the rate of
impact of the pen with the plotting surface must also be
controlled. This results in the following engineering
tradeoffs.
First, for a fixed rate of descent,the time to drop the pen is
directly proportional to the distance that the pen must drop.
To reduce the pen drop time, the distance must be reduced.
This reduced distance implies tighter control of manufacturing tolerancesand precise adjustment ofthe height ofthe
mechanism. Neither of these implications is desirable for a
friendly fthat is, no tedious user-performed pen-height adjustments), manufacturable plotter. The maximum rate of
descent before pen damage occurs is related to the kinetic
energy (1/zmv2)of the pen and pen-lift mechanism. Reduc-

+Pen

Pen-Lift Mechanism
The combination of light aluminum investment castings
and close manufacturing tolerances with careful magnetic
circuit and bobbin design to minimize mass provides a
strong, lightweight, high-performance, versatile pen-lift
mechanism.
The vertically moving mechanism (Fig. 2) consists of an
intricate aluminum investment casting to which a plastic
pen holder and voice coil bobbin are attached. Low-friction
vertical motion is attained by use of a linear ball bearing
fitted into this pen-lift arm casting. The mass of the pen-lift
arm assembly without a pen is 20 grams, but with a full
drafting pen the total vertically moving mass approaches 30
grams. The shaft upon which the arm rides is hardened
440C stainless steel, centerless ground to a diameter tolerance of +0.0025 mm to minimize mechanical play.
The shaft is housed in another investment casting into
which is pressed a very small radial ball bearing. This

Carousel (not shown)

Y-AxiSArm

/-

Y.AIis
Cable

tn*i
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Drlve
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(behind
gear)
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Fig. 1. Ihe Y-axispen handling
mechanismused in the HP Model
75804 DraftingPlotteris a pen carriage driven by a cable and drive
pulley arrangement. The carriage
is guided by a straight arm and
cariles a pen holder that can pick
and deposit pensin a carousellocated at one end of the arm. The
drive motor is digitally controlled
with an opticalshaft encoderproviding position and velocity feedback information.
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bearing restrains the pen-lift arm from rotating about its
shaft. An extension spring loads the arm against this bearing and keeps the pen raised when the power is off. The
linear actuator must overcome this spring force to apply
pen-down force.
The magnetic circuit of the linear actuator consists of a
magnetically soft 1018 cold-rolled steel voice-coil cup,
magnet, and steel pole cap (Fig. 3). The cup and the pole
cap, which has a conical depression to direct magnetic flux
into the radial gap, are electroless nickel-plated to prevent
corrosion of the mild steel. The samarium cobalt magnet
material has an energy product of two million pascals.
Rare-earth cobalt magnets possess the virtue of being extremely powerful; they are ideal for applications requiring
minimum mass. The entire cup assembly weighs only 19
grams and develops over 100 grams of force per amperc of
coil current. The voice-coil cup assembly fits into the penlift housing concentrically about the bobbin, which is precisely wound with six layers of 32 AWG seif-bonding magnet wire. To achieve maximum efficiency from the voice
coil the bobbin must fit into the magnetic air gap as closely
as possible without contacting the cup. Therefore the
machining tolerances on the two investment castings are as
small as +0.03 mm.
To the front of the housing is screwed the injectionmolded panel that holds the optical position sensors. One
integral assembly carries power to the bobbin coils and
position sensors.Ii is plugged into the left end of the plotter
using a printed circuit board termination reflow-soldered to
one end of the ten-conductor trailing cable. These two components are the same as those used in the HP Model 7225A
Plotter.l The trailing cable, with a fatigue iife of over five
million cycles, is reflow-soldered at the other end to
another printed circuit board which is attached to the pen
carriage by two screws. This is a special flexible circuit
board fabricated with KaptonTM insulation and fiberboard

Voice-Coil
Bobbin
Linear Bearing
Angled Flag

,

Pen-Lifl

ii"i"sJ
lnitialization
Ftag

Fig.2. Thepen-liftmechanismmovesthe pen verticallyon a
linearball bearing guided by a staln/essstee/shalt. Thepen
holderis made of plasticand ts electromagnetically
drivenby
a voice coil and magnetarrangement.Thepen-heightsensor
patr
conslsls of an angled flag and an LED-phototranststor
(see Fig. 5).
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Fig.3. Linearactuatormagnet,votce-coilcup, pole cap assembly,and voice-corlbobbin for pen-liftmechanism.
backing. Where there is no stiff backing the Kapton insulation and copper conductors are able to bend or flex. The
voice-coii bobbin is adhered to the end of one flexible
segment and its wires are soldered to exposed tinned conductor pads. At the end of the other segment are soldered
the optical position sensor components, snapped into their
plastic panel, and two small pens on the sensor panel are
captured by holes in the circuit board to attach the panel to
the board. Lastly, a magnetic reed switch is soldered to the
stiffened portion of the circuit board. This component is
used to sensethe position of the movable right-hand pinch
wheel during initialization, thereby determining the width
of the paper in the plotter. A magnet in the pinch-wheel
housing causes the reed switch to close whenever the pen
carriage passes over the pinch wheel. This information is
sent to the 7580,4 system processor via the trailing cable
( s e ep a g e 1 0 ) .
During assembly of the pen carriage, no electrical terminations need to be made. It is necessary only to screw the
flexible circuit assembly and the pen-lift assembly to the
pen carriage, the bobbin onto the pen-lift arm, and the
sensor panel to the pen-lift housing. Next, the voice-coil
cup is inserted into the housing and held in place by a
beryllium-copper leaf spring. This ease of assembly and
disassembly greatly enhances the serviceability of the unit.
The pen lift has been tested to confirm that it meets the
iifetime goal of fifty million up/down cycles. The test was
stopped after seventy million cycles with littie apparent
reduction in performance.
Pen-Lift Control System
This system (Fig. a) is best described as a closed-loop
adaptive servo system. It uses an optical position sensor to
sense the linear actuator position relative to the pen-lift
carriage frame. The position sensor consists of a lightemitting-diode (LED) and a phototransistor fixed into the
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Fig.4. Block diagram of pen4ift control system.

pen-lift housing such that the optical path between them
can be partially occludedby a small flag attachedto the pen
actuator.The flag is angled by 30 degreesto increasethe
amount of actual travel relative to the LED-phototrangistor
pair as shown in Fig. 5. The optical sensoris temperature
compensatedso that the phototransistoroutput current is
not sensitiveto temperaturechangesthat affectthe optical
output of the LED. The output of the position sensor is
inverted and stored in an analog sample-and-holdcircuit.
This microprocessor-controlledcircuit storesthe pen position just prior to the last pen lift and thus representsthe
approximateheight of the writing surfacein a region close
fo the position of the last vector endpoint. How this is
used will be discussed later when the pen-drop cycles
are described.
The control system operates in four different
microprocessor-controlledmodes. The first mode is a
position control loop. This is usedto
cascade-compensated
raise the pen during pen-lift operations.The input signals
for this loop are controlled by switches 81 and 82. When
both switchesareopen the control systemlifts the pen until
the optical sensoroutput is approximatelyzero.The sensor
offset control is adjustedso that this position is about 0.25
mm below the upper mechanicallimit of havel. This is the
full lift position of the pen-Iift. To lower the pen a velocity
control Ioop is implementedby closing switchesB3, 84, 85,
86 and Bz while at the sametime opening all others.Switch
B3 disablesthe position control loop by settingthe position
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loop gain to zero.In the velocity control mode, switches85,
B6 and 87 apply a force input while switch 84 enablesa
velocity feedbacksignal. After 10 ms, switches 85 and 87
Position Sensor Flag

Portion ot
Sensor
Occluded by
Motion ot
Flag

Cross Section

Fig. 5. A flag attached to the penJift arm ls used fo sense the
vertical position of the pen (see Fig. 2). As the pen moves up
and down the flag blocks varyingportions of an infrared beam
betvveenan LED source and a phototransistordetector.

areopened.This resultsin a high initial velocity for the first
L0 ms and a slower constantvelocity until the pen contacts
the platen (Fig. 6a).This time may be as short as 20 ms worst
case if a long pen and a high spot in the writing surface
occur at the same time. However. since this is not known
o priori, a full 4o-msdelay must elapsebeforeapplying the
programmed writing force and commencing lateral pen
motion,
Eight levels of writing force are set by microprocessor
control of switches B5, 86, and Bz. These switches are
connected to binary-weighted current sources which are
applied to the input of the current-controlled currentsource output amplifier. This results in a constant pen force
since the voice-coil force is independent of position. Other
inputs to the output amplifier are the force bias adjustment
and the power-off pen-up spring compensator. The spring
compensator circuit feeds back a signal that is proportional
to the actuator position and minim2es the effects of the
power-off pen-up spring upon the command force. This
adjustment and the force bias adjustment arerequired since
tolerancesof springs are generally not closely controlled.
Oncethe commandedforce is applied, an additional 5 ms is
allowed for settling before lateral pen motion is started.
When the microprocessorsets the force, it also closes
switch 83, which disablesthe position loop, and switch B0,
which setsthe platen height sample-and-holdcircuit to the
sample state, This circuit's output now follows the pen
position as the pen moves in the lowered position.
When the end of a vector is reached and a pen-up command is encountered, the following state changes take
place. First, the platen-height sample-and-holdcircuit is
placed in the hold stateby opening switch B0. This storesa
voltage that representsthe present platen position. The
force input switches (B5, 86, and Bz) are also opened.
Finally the position loop is enabled by opening 83 and
closing B1 and 82. This causesthe pen to lift about 0.64mm
aboveits last pen-down position (Fig. 6b). This lift requires
only about a 3-ms delay before lateral movement with the
pen up can begin. If the pen-up time causedby a long move
or no further commands lasts longer than 100 ms, the pen
position control loop is modified by opening B1 and 82.
This modification resultsin the pen's being lifted to the full
up position (Fig. 6c) and to the stateat the beginning of this
discussion.If the pen-up time is less than 100 ms, the pen

drops at the slower velocity, but this time the approximate
distanceis known and the combined drop and settling time
is only 20 ms, which shows that plotting involving short
pen-up moves saves about 25 ms per penJift cycle. One
hundred milliseconds correspondsto a lateral pen-up move
of about 6 cm and the assumption is that the platen irregularities are smooth enough that the pen height will not
change significantly in less than that distance.
A safetyshutdown circuit is included in the pen-lift drive
circuitry to prevent damageto the voice coil by excessive
power dissipation that could be caused by either a malfunction or misadjustment of the pen-lift control system.
In summary, time spent lifting or lowering the pen in a
high-speedplotter is time not spent plotting. The adaptive
features of the design reduce the time spent lifting and
lowering the pen when the plotting task is pen-lift intensive. The actual pen-lift rates (just pen-up and pen-down
commands)are 36 cycles per secondfor the short-lift cycle
and about 17 cycles per second for the high-lift cycle.
Pen Stable Carousel
To provide writing speed,pen accelerationand line quality the writing system must be rigid and have minimum
mass. Carrying more than one pen on the pen carriage
would substantially increasethe mass of the pen carriage
and thus the responsetime of the plotter. Thus, to have a
multiple-pen option some means of easily exchanging the
pen on the pen carriage is required.
The pen carriage on the 75804, unlike flatbed plotters,
can move only along a single axis. The well-tested penchanger mechanism used in HP's 9872A Plotter family
could not be used in the 75804 becauseit requires motion of
the pen carriage in both the X and Y axes. The new penchanger mechanism uses the linear motion of a rigid pen
holder attached to the pen carriage and the rotary motion of
a round pen stable or carousel.
The pen holder supports the pen at three points, two of
which are fixed points, and the third is a pivoted lever
which exerts a force of g07 grams on the pen body. This
configuration offers maximum stability of the pen and insuresa vibration-freepen even under high accelerationand
writing speed.
A 6-mm-wide flag on the bottom of the pen holder is
designed to break a light beam when the pen holder is
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Fig. 6. Pen-lift sequences. (a)
After a long move (greater than
100 ms) the pen is dropped until
the suilace ol the platen is contacted. The position of the pen is
then stored as the current platen
height. (b) Duilng short lateral
moves the pen is lifted a smaller
distance above the current platen
height and then dropped after the
move to the same platen height.
(c) lt a pen-up move takes longer
than 100 ms,thepen is rcisedto its
full up position and the sequence
in (a) is used to drop the pen after
the move and to determinean uDdated platen height.
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Fig, 7. Pen exchange cycles. (a) Picking a pen from the
carousel.(b) Depositing a pen in the carousel Note the in'
teraction of levers A and B during each cycle
po-sitioned beyond the left edge of the writing area. The
point where this light beam is broken is recognized by the
plotter as the initialization position for the pen carriage.
The ramps on the pen holder aid in aligning it with the
carousel when picking and depositing pens.
The pen carousel is designed to hold up to eight pens and
automatically cap the ones that are not in use. In the
carousel the pens are held in a manner similar to that used
by the pen holder. The carousel is placed outside of the
platen area to reduce the length of the Y arm and the pen
caniage drive cable. The pen holder reaches out through
the side plate into the carousel to pick or deposit a pen.

The carousel is driven directly by a step motor, eliminating moving mechanical parts like belts and gears. To gain
higher resolution for the angular position of the carousel,
which is important to a smooth pen-picking operation, the
step motor is operated in the half-step mode.
The carousel rotates in either direction to choose the
shortest path to present the selected pen to the pen holder.
When a pen is to be deposited back in the carousel it rotates
in the same manner to present an empty stable space to the
pen holder.
There are three different carousels, one for each type of
pen: fiber-tip, roller-ball and liquid-ink drafting pens. Each
carousel is coded by using reflective aluminum strips
mounted on the lower part of the carousel. The 7580A's
microprocessor uses reflective light sensors to read this
code and differentiate between the three carousels. The pen
force, acceleration and speed are set to the optimum values
for each type of pen automatically.
The exchange of a pen between the pen holder and the
pen carousel is done in the following way. When a pen is to
be picked the empty pen holder travels toward the carousel.
Before passing the left-hand side plate to get to the carousel
area, the 7580A's microprocessor checks for the presence of
a pen, both in the pen holder and the selected pen position
in the carousel.Ifthere is a pen in the pen holder, which can
happen only if someone deposited a pen into the pen holder
manually, or if there is no pen in the carousel in the selected
position, the plotter will ignore the order to pick that pen.
The same thing will happen if the operator orders the plotter to deposit a pen in the carousel when all eight pen
stations are already occupied.
When the empty pen holder starts to penetrate into the
carousel, lever A acts as a wedge between the pen body and
lever B (Fig. 7a).At that time the pen holder body, surface C,
comes in contact with the pen which supplies a reaction
force to eliminate turning of the carousel.As the pen holder
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Flag for initializing
pen carriage position.

Plate

Fig.8, Pen exchangeand capping mechanism. The shaded
dashed outline areas indicate the
position of the actuator, fork, pen
holder, carousel, piston and caq
when a pen is being picked from
or deoosited into the carousel.

penetratesdeeperinto the carousel,lever B slides along the
back of lever A. When the pen holder penetratesdeeply
enough the pen snaps into its new position in the pen
holder. As the pen holder withdraws from the carouselwith
the pen, lever B assumesthe empty position. When the pen
is deposited back into the carousel the same process is
reversed(Fig. zb). Lever B actsasa wedge to peel lever A off
the pen and grab the pen away from the pen holder.
Pen Capping
One area where a design contribution was necessaryis
the drafting-pen design and the pen capping and storing
mechanism. Highly important was finding an attractive
solution to the problem of rapidly drying liquid-ink drafting pens. These pens are known for superb line quality,
lines very denseand constantin width, but at the sametime
were hard to use on a plotter because of the constant
operator attention required just to keep the ink flowing
when needed.The 75804 offers the customera new drafting pen design and an automaticcapping systemthat keeps
the pens ready to use after not being used for 24 hours and
more. The drafting pen and its cap are designedto prevent
any air penetration to the pen tip or its air-vent channel
when the pen is stored in the carousel.The roller-ball and
fiber-tip pens are also stored capped in their carousels.
Pen caps are part of the carousel and as such continue to
cap the pens when the carouselis pulled out of the plotter.
This allows the operatorto useany kind of pen availablefor
the 7580A without the need to cap the pens manually when
the carouselis stored out of the plotter.
The automatic pen capping mechanism of the 7580A
does not use any active elementslike motors or solenoids.
The motion of the pen carriageoperatesit. When the pen
cauiage moves toward the carousel to deposit a pen it
pushesand rotatesthe actuator lever (Fig. B). A cable connects the actuator and the fork so that the fork moves as the
actuatordoes.The fork then pushesthe carousel'spiston for
the desired pen down, lowering the pen cap and clearing
the way for the incoming pen. After the pen is deposited
into the carousel the pen holder withdraws from the
carouselarea,the pen carriagereleasesthe actuator lever,
and the fork retums to its original position, releasing the
piston and thus capping the pen.
When a pen is to be picked the actuator lever and fork
behavethe sameway to push down the respectivepiston.
The cap is lowered enoughto allow the pen to be picked and
carried away by the pen holder. At that time the actuator
lever is releasedand the fork and the cap retum to their
original positions.
The fork is designed to perform two more functions: it
aligns the carouselto the exactpicking location and it locks
the carouselin place.during the pen exchangecycle. This
way, evenif the stepmotor missesa step,the fork will return
the carousel to the desired position and thus cancel the
motor's error.
Y-Axis Configuration
Becauseof the need for a massive support bar for the
X-axis pinch wheels, the geomehy of the micro-grip drive
was not optimum for the pen carriagesystemdesign.Structurally and dynamically, the Y-axis arm should be directly

Fig.9. Ihe pen carriageis mountedon theY-axisarmby four
bearingson the front of the arm and two preloadedarms
presslngfourDelrinrMwheelson the backof thearm.Twoof
thefrontbearingsand oneof the armswithtwo Delrinwheels
are shownin the end viewabove.
adjacent to the pen-lift housing to allow maximizing the
stiffness and minimizing the massof the pen caniage structure. But the bar that bearsthe 5.4-kgloads from the pinch
wheels has to occupy that space.The Y-axisarm, which has
to be separatefrom the pinch wheel bar to prevent crosscoupling of the axes,is locatedjust abovethe pinch wheel
support structure. Careful attention was given to laying out
the geometryto allow for driving the pen carriagecloseto
its centerof mass.This minimizes inertial moments on the
caniage arising from 49 accelerationalong the Y-axis.
The Y-axis arm is fabricated from two machined 303stainless-steelbars screwed together and then crush
ground. The two bars are necessily to provide a crosssection stiff enough to resist transient vibration and bending from drive cable tension. The crush grinding process
accurately forms bearing surfacesstraight to within 0.08
mm over the 850-mm length.
The pen carriageis guided along the front of the Y-axis
arm by four radially preloaded ball bearings oriented to
constrain the carriagefrom rotation about both the X-axis
and the Z-axis of the plotter. Two pivoted preloading arms
(Fig. 9) carry four bearings pressedinto DelrinrM wheels
riding on the back side of the Y-arm bar and constraining
the carriage against Y-axis rotation. Preload force is
supplied by coil springs snapped into pockets in the carriage and the preloading arms.
The 952-gramradial preloadforce on the guide bearings,
along with the small gravity bias and inertial reactions,
produces a maximum shear stress of 4.zxLoe N/m2 at a
distanceof 0.0086mm below the ground bearing surfaceof
the Y-arm. The fatigue life of this surfaceis thereforewell
over an order of magnitude greaterthan the design goal of
two million cycles.As for the bearings,calculationsshow
that the B10 life is two ordersof magnitudegreaterthan the
required 1100 kilometres of travel under worst-caseassumptions. Extensive life testing has confirmed the reliability of the pen carriageguiding system.
The Y-axis motor, encoder, drive gear and drive cable
sheaveare mounted at the right end of the arm (Fig. 1). The
drive cable, strung as two cablesin parallel to double the
effectivespring constant,wraps around the drive sheaveat
the right, passesalong the back of the arm, and continues
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around the return pulleys at the left. The doubled-over ends
meet in the front at the drive cable bracket, looping over two
small sheaves which serve to equalize cable tension in the
various segments.
The pen carriage is fastened to the drive cable bracket by
two screws. The entire Y-axis system can be removed from
the plotter as an integral unit without unstringing the drive
cable and with or without the pen carriage. The pen carriage
can be removed with the Y-axis arm in place. These options
greatly enhance the overall serviceability of the 7580A.
The coefficient of thermal expansion of the stainless steel
Y-axis arm is matched to that of the drive cable so that cable
tension will not change over the 75'C operating temperature range. However, because the aluminum platen expands at a different rate, the Y-axis arm is pinned into a
mounting plate screwed to the left side plate of the plotter.
This arrangement compensates for the different thermal
expansions as well as allowing for adjustment of the parallelism between the micro-grip drive shaft and the Y-axis
arm to within 0.05 mm.
Pen Carriage Dynamics
As mentioned above, the geometry of the micro-grip
drive forces the Y-axis arm to be located farther away from
the pen-lift housing than desired. The die-cast pen carriage
is the structural Iink between the guide bearings/Y-axis arm
interface and the pen-lift assembly. As the distance between
the two increases to accommodate the pinch wheel bar, the
mass required to provide the necessary stiffness for vibration resistance also increases. Extensive use was made of
the HP Model 5423A Structural Dynamics Analyzer during
the development of the 7580A to investigate the nature of
the dynamic load responses of the pen carriage system.
Accelerometer studies yielded transfer functions that
show system resonances. The information was used to ensure that material was placed only where required to add
stiffness to the casting. In particular, the height of the four
ribs acrossthe top of the carriage was increased by 2.0 mm,
eliminating a complex torsional mode excited by Y-axis
acceleration. Vertical (Z-axis) acceleration of the pen-lift
arm had excited a bending resonance at 180 Hz which was
reduced to an acceptable amplitude by this addition of
material and by increasing the thickness of the front face of
the carriage.
The configuration of the Y-axis radial guide bearings
evolved as a result of an earlier similar investigation. By
using the 5423A and a bench test fixture, several resonant
modes were eliminated by changing to this configuration
from a V-groove arrangement before the carriage ever drew
a line on the plotter.
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X-AxisMicro-GripDriveand PlatenDesign
by Ronald J. Kaplan and Robert S. Townsend

HE MICRO-GRIPDRIVE MECHANISM is the design
foundation of HP's 7580A Drafting Plotter, enabling
it to provide excellentperformanceat a low cost and
be easy to use. Small grit-coveredwheels move the drawing medium along the X-axis of the 75804, thereby replacing the heavy, bulky components used in other plotters
with a low-mass, low-inertia drive mechanism. This design permits the use of lighter parts and smaller, less expensive drive motors while retaining high reliability and
plot quality.
Mlcro-Grip Drive
In the 75804 two opposite edgesof the drawing medium
are held between a pinch wheel and a cylindrical roller
whose surfaceis coatedwith a layer of grit particles (Fig. 1).
When the grit-covered roller is rotated the points of the
particles make thousands of tiny impressionsin the back
surfaceof the drawing medium during its first passthrough
the plotter. Theseimpressionsare discernible,but not obvious to the naked eye. When the drawing medium makes
additional passesthrough the plotter each impression
realigns itself with the samegrit particle that createdit, in
effectbehavinglike a miniature sprocketdrive system.This
phenomenonprovides the accurateregistrationrequired of
a drafting plotter.
There aremany differencesbetweena prototypemachine
that moves paper repetitively most of the time and a
finished product that can move virtually any medium reliably with absoluterepeatability.By absoluterepeatability
we mean that eachgrit particle will realign itself within the
impression it made in a previous passof the medium over
the grit wheel. When the engineersat HP's San Diego Divi-

Fig. 1. The micro-grip drive used in the HP Model 7580A
Drafting Plotter moves the plotting medium along the X-axis
by pressing the medium against a grit-covered drive wheel
with a oinch wheel.

sion were first introduced to the grit-wheel drive concept it
was in the form of wheels covered by thin strips of
sandpaper. These wheels were pressed into the plotting
medium by cast rubber rollers. The problems associated
with sandpaper-covered wheels were generally inherent
weaknesses in the backing material of the sandpaper. The
problems ranged from the cracking of the resin adhesive
when the sandpaper was bent around the aluminum wheel
to variations in the backing thickness.
If you try to push a grit particle into a sheet of polyester
film by pushing down on it with a piece of cardboard don't
be surprised if you dent the cardboard instead. By adhering
the grit directly to the wheel and eliminating the paper
backing a much more reliable and consistent system is
produced.
As the grit-wheel investigation continued certain
parameters proved to be major difficulties in the manufacturing of grit-wheel systems. These were:
r Grit-wheel tracking (repeatability)
r Grit-wheel life
r Grit-wheel accuracy
r Pinch-wheel geometry and parameters.
The first decision made was what materials to make the
grit wheel from. Our system model showed that for absolute
repeatability a large proportion of the particles needed to
have points with subtended angles that were less than a
critical angle. This critical angle is a function of both the
particle material and the plotting medium material. The
particles also need to be made of a material hard and tough
enough to deform the extremely durable polyester films
permanently without excessive dulling. After looking at
many different materials ranging from crushed walnut
shells to diamonds and cubic boron nitride it was decided
that aluminum oxide had the best combination of desirable

Fig. 2. Aluminum oxide grit shown at a magnification of 132 x
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begins to move a thumping can occur like the flat area on an
automobile tire after a cold night. The compression set of
the material was reduced so that after one rotation the flat
area goes away. Another characteristic that was considered
was the hysteresis of the material when rolling. This is one
of the major sources of energy loss in the X-axis of the
machine, and needed to be minimized.

Fig,3. Grit indentationsin polyester film shown at a magnification of B'x.
properties. Aluminum oxide is one of the hardest materials
known to man, trailing only silicon carbide and diamonds.
It is also tougher than silicon carbide. Another feature
of aluminum oxide is that it has a conchoidal fracture,
that is, when it does fracture it leaves sharp points and
edges [Fig. 2) which make suitable impressions in polyester
film [Fig. 3).
Another factor in repeatability is the number of particles
per unit area. If the number is low, not enough particles will
be in contact with the plotting medium to transmit the
required forces. Ifthe particle density is too high, excessive
force is needed to create the pressure required to deform
polyester film.
Accuracy requirements for the 75804 are such that the
grit-wheel pitch diameter needs to be held to an absolute
tolerance of -t-0.025 mm. To achieve this tolerance many
factors must be controlled. The grit particles are screened
through sieves until a uniform particle size distribution is
achieved. Adhesive thickness is controlled to assure that a
consistent amount of grit is picked up. Particle density also
plays an important role in pitch diameter tolerance. The grit
is applied to the two wheels used in one 7580,\ at the same
time to reduce the difference in pitch diameters between the
two drive wheels.
The pinch wheels presented an entirely different probIem. Material selection was to optimize characteristics of
hardness, compression set, abrasion resistance, hysteresis
energy losses and temperature effects. Material hardness
and geometry determine the size of the contact area with
the grit wheel. This contact patch has a large effect on some
very critical parameters. Contact stress at the peaks of the
grit particles affects not only repeatability but also grit
particle wear and adhesive matrix fatigue. Since the effects
of temperature on a polymgric elastomer are generally
large, a material had to be selected that kept the particle
stresses within a range that assured absolute repeatability
from o'C to 65'C.
A situation can sometimes exist where a pinch wheel
does not move for an extended period while left in the
loaded position. In this situation when the wheel again
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Platen
The platen system is the heart of the X-axis of the plotter
and is a major reason why the micro-grip drive works. The
tracking of the grit wheel is dependent upon a number of
important alignments. All of these basically accomplish
one task-to keep the plotting medium from buckling. If the
plotting medium buckles, the edge of the medium is constrained to rotate away from the normal to the drive axis.
When this happens tracking fails and registration is lost.
The platen of the 75804 works in many different ways to
avoid paper buckling. One way is the contour of the platen.
If you take a flat sheet and try to apply force to the outer
edges while friction over the middle of the sheet resists the
motion, you can virtually guarantee that the sheet will
buckle. The system has no stiffness to resist buckling other
than the stiffness of the plotting medium itself. By taking
that same sheet and holding it down with a vacuum into a
curvature, a cylindrical shape is created to resist the shear
stresses without depending solely upon the stiffness of the
sheet material.
The vacuum also serves to hold the medium down
against the platen in the region of the pen. The vacuum
level required depends on the type of paper and its width,
length, and thickness. However, regardless of the vac.uum
level used, there is an area where the paper tends to lift off
the writing surface (Fig. a).
This lifting of the paper can cause a problem that is best
described with the aid of Fig. 5. When the drive force is
applied to the paper the paper begins to lift and the height
above the platen increases to a maximum and then slowly
decreases as the paper reaches maximum velocity. If the
pen is not lifted high enough or the start ofthe paper drive is
not delayed enough after the start of the pen-lift action, the
surface of the paper in the problem area will hit the pen tip

Vacuum
Holes

Fig,4. Whenthe plotting medium is driven in either direction
(heretotheright)itwill liftup fromtheplatensurfacenexttothe
grilwheel drive as shown because of frictional forces opposing its movement. Theseforces, and thus the amount of lifting,
are a direct function of the hang length L.
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Fig.5. (a) For a nonplotting pen and paper move the pen will
drag on the paper in the lifted area if the pen is not raised high
enough or the start of the paper drive is not delayed enough.
(b) By increasingpen-liftheight andlor paper drive startdelay,
pen drag is avoided.

)

as shown in Fig. 5a. If the pen-lift height and/or paper drive
delay are increased as shown in Fig. 5b, the pen tip will
always clear the paper.
For a given paper type, width, and vacuum level, the lift
height is dependent on the hang length L (Fig. a). If the lift
height is defined for a given paper length, then the lift area
can be determined. If a short pen lift is about to occur in this
area, a higher pen lift with increased time delay for the
paper drive can be executed.
The firmware in the 7580'\ quickly determines the presence of the pen in the lift area by defining the area as a
function of paper size. The paper size approximates the
manner in which the lift area changes with paper length
and, if worst-case paper length, width, thickness, type, and
vacuum level values are used in the function, the approximation will be conservative for all situations.
The considerations for selecting a vacuum level are:
r If the vacuum level is very high, the friction between the
paper and the platen surface is very high and the drive
forces on the edges will produce large buckling stresses
near the pinchwheels.
r Too low a vacuum level produces pen drag over too large
a lift area.
r Noise level
r Cost
r Vacuum level drop with decreasing paper size. This occurs because of the typical fan characteristic shown in
Fig. 6. As the paper size gets smaller, more vacuum holes
are uncovered, which increases the flow rate and consequently decreases the static pressure.
Vacuum levels high enough to produce the first problem
were never achieved. Given a tubeaxial fan characteristic,
where relatively large flow rate changes can occur without

largestaticpressuredrops,the hole patternmachinedin the
platen of the 7580A maintains the vacuum at a sufficient
level for all media sizes,so that vacuum drop problemsare
avoided.The problem then becomesone of obtaining a high
enough vacuum level to prevent pen drag while remaining
lou' in cost and noise and meeting VDE and UL approvals.
Tubeaxial fans are inherently low in cost due to simple
design. The fan used in the 75804 can operateon ac line
voltage and frequency while still passing the VDE highpotential test for safety.Line-voltageoperationreducesthe
fan cost (no speciallow-voltagewindings arerequired)and
lowers the power supply cost (no special low-voltage taps
on the transformer).Noise is kept to an acceptablelevel
with proper packaging.
The platen contour is designedto approximatethe shape
that a sheet of plotting media wants to be in, given the
systemloads on the medium. By approximating this shape
the medium tends to flow more smoothly over the platen,
thus reducing normal loads on the platen surface.When the
normal loads are reduced, friction is reduced and the
medium has less internal shessto initiate buckling.
Another area largely responsible for increasedfriction
betweenthe platen and medium is the static electric charge
that will build up whenever two nonconducting surfaces
are in contact.Most of us as youngstershave seena Van de
Graff generatorin an elementaryschool scienceclass.The
generatorconsists of a driven nonconducting belt that is
rubbed against a hard rubber rod to accumulate static
charge.This chargeis transferredby a conductivebrush to a
metal spherewhere millions of volts are easily developed.
The 75804 platen acts like a Van de Graff generatorwith
the plotting medium acting as the nonconducting belt. It
is not surprising that tremendous static charges can be
generatedby the moving sheet.This is especiallytrue if the
plotting medium is polyester film which is one of the
best dielectric materials. We have measuredhundreds of
thousands of volts on polyester film. When this happens
the film literally glues itself to the platen surface. Friction forces of this nature guaranteemedium buckling,
To combat static chargegenerationwe need to keep the
sheet out of intimate contact with the platen surface.Like
two plates of a capacitor the greaterthe separationof the
two platesthe lessthe chargethat will accumulate.Oneway
is to lift the medium off the surface by putting a textured
coating on the platen. This coating,besidesbeing textured,
is filled with carbon and TeflonTM.Teflon reducessystem
friction, thus reducing triboelectric charge accumulation,
and the carbon helps dissipate any charge on the platen
surface. Another action to reduce the incidence of high

Air Flow Rate

Fig.6. Typical fan characteristicshowing decrease in static
pressure (vacuum level) as air flow rate increases.
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static charge is to recommend that the customer use only
double-mattepolyester sheetsas opposed to single-matte.
The matte surface again helps prevent intimate contact
between the polyester film and the platen surface.
The other major sources of buckling €ueconcerned with
the alignment of the systemparts. The toe-in alignment of
the grit wheels and the camber of the grit wheels are examples.The height of the grit wheelsrelative to the platen,also
called the platen tangency of the grit wheels, can affect
tracking of the micro-grip drive. These alignments are all
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held by mounting the grit wheels very carefully to the
platen on surfaces that are machined to very tight
tolerances.
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